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fSECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Two-station diel dissolved oxygen (D.O.) measurements obtained in
the summers of 1976 and 1977 in the experimental streams of the Monticello
Ecological Research Station (MFRS) are analyzed by a graphical/analytical
method described by Mattke and Stefan (1980) to obtain total daily rates
of community respiration and rates of photosynthesis. Several of the
rates are compared to those obtained by a numerical dissolved oxygen 	 )
routing procedure (DORM) for stream productivity described by Gulliver,
Mattke, and Stefan ( 1980).








This volume presents the description and program documentation of
the three-dimensional, free-surface mathematical model for thermal pollu-
tion analysis and prediction for shallow water bodies, for example, lakes
and coastal waters. The program was developed by the Thermal Pollution
Group at the University of Miami, and was successfully verified through
application to several sites. This success was made possible by funding
and technical assistance provided by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) .
The model is time dependent, and the leap-frog and DuFort-Frankel
schemes are adopted for solving the predictive equations based on the
conservation principles of mass, momentum and energy. The model has
been developed with minimal physical and site'restrictive assumptions, and
its algorithm has sufficient generality to allow for different boundary con-
ditions specified at open boundaries. The program shows both the tem-
poral- and spatial variations of the surface water height. it computes
three-dimensional velocity and temperature fields. The model can serve
as an effective means for hydrothermal analysis and prediction. Plotting
programs employed for representing the numerous results; are also in-
cluded.
The volume is intended as a user's manual and, as such, presents
specific instructions regarding data preparation for program execution.
To illustrate further, an example case is included here with its input
data, hard copy printout and plots. The complete listing of the °program




A mathematical model that can be used for the analysis of thermal
discharge from power plants into tidal estuaries and coastal water y is
described. This transient, free-surface, three-dimensional model can
be applied to predict the water temperature as a function of time and
position in a specified region.
In situations of practical relevance, the specified coastal or off-
shore region will be a water body of irregular bottom topography with
possible islands or keys. The user specified the boundary and boundary
conditions, as well as the water depth distribution. Semi-diurnal tide is
considered in the model. Hourly weather data is needed for wind stress
calculation and heat exchange between water and the atmosphere. The
ambient temperature is assumed of a sinusoidal form of 24-hour period.
The ambient turbulence is included by an eddy viscosity and diffusivity
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A' Vertical_gddy viscosity,' T Water temperature, deg C
cm 	 sec T Air temperature, deg F
B  Horizontal) eddy diffusivity, Tave Average of air and dewpointcm= sec temperatures, deg F
B^ Vertical_eddy diffusivity, Td Dewpoint temperature, deg Fpat sec Td Equilibrium temperature,
f Coriolis factor, sec deg FRelative humidity in fraction T Ss surface tempera-of unit ture, deg Fg Acceleration of gravity, u Component of water velocity
cm sec along x-axis, cm sec
h Local water depth with re- Wind speed', mph
spect to mean sea level, cm v _ Component of water velocity
H Total water depth, cm along the y-axis, cm sec
HS_ Gross solar radiation, -w Component of water velocityBTU ft
	
day along the z-axis, cm sec
Node index in the direction n Displacement of the free
of the x-axis surface with respect to the
J Node index in the direction mean water level, cm
of the y-axis p Water density, gm cm-3
K Node index in the direction n Nondimensional vertical
of the z-axis fluid velocity	 i
Ks Surface heat exchange cq- a Nondimensional vertical'
efficient, BTU ft	 day coordinate
deg F
L Reference length, cn
P Pressure, dynes cm
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The analysis of thermal discharges is important in order to minimize
the environmental impact and 'to manage efficiently and safely the waste
heat problems. The study of technological solutions to the problems of
heated water disposal involves complicated relationships, such Pss the
location, geometry and types of the discharge outlet, the flow condition
and temperature of the receiving water body, the meteorological conditions
of the site, the waste heat output of the power plant, etc. A thorough
understanding of the thormai effects and physical processes of heated
water dispersion to the environment is an essential part of serving the
rapidly growing demand for electrical energy, while reducing the possible
impact on the receiving ecosystem.
The thermal effluent from a power plant will have variable conse-
quences on the aquatic life of a receiving water body and the adjacent
environment depending on the temperature rise. Therefore, the prime
objective of the heated water discharge system is to bring the discharged
f	 water into thermal equilibrium with the surrounding water by bringing
t	 thermal outfall to the mainstream of the water body, whereby the mixing
and convective processes will increase the surface heat transfer to the
atmosphere. Thus, the temperature rise within the tolerance of natural
environmental conditions is very important on the disposal system de-
sign and the standards for regulating thermal effluent.
Under limited circumstances, in-situ measurements can serve for
diagnostic and monitoring purposes for meeting the need of analyzing
thermal impact on receiving water body. However, to provide a priori
information about the nature and extent of thermal impact for site selec-
tion and discharge system design, numerical modeling for simulating hy-
drothermal behavior oV the water body is imperative.
During the past years, many numerical models have been developed
for hydrothermal studies. Dunn et al. (1975) gave a presentation of
different models developed up to then. They applied those models to
the Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant and compared the performance of
various models in predicting a standard data base. A general conclusion
that can be made from their analysis is that though some models may
perform well under certain conditions, a generalized model which accounts
for wind, current, tide, bottom topography and diverse meteorological




Since 1974, the Thermal Pollution Croup at the University of Miami
has endeavored to develop a mathematical package for hydrothermal studies.
The primary motivation behind the effort was to develop a series of models
which make minimal site restrictive assumptions enabling application to
diverse basin and discharge configurations. Two separate formulations
were made, one with the rigid-lid approximation and the other with the
free-surface included. The details of the package and formulation are
presented in a number of reports by Lee et al. (1978) .
The present report concern- the UM's free-surface model and its
application to the Anclote Anchorage in Florida for waste heat discharge
from a power plant. The features of the model are: a) three-dimensional,
b) nonlinear, c) time-dependant, d) irregular topography, e) driving
forces including wind, tide, heat and mass flux, f) graphical represen-
tation of results of velocity and tem!.)erature fields, g) prediction of
temporal and spatial variation of wa'cer surface.
The descriptians of the main program and its subroutines, main
algorithm and flow chart, program symbols, input data and logic para-
meters, as well as the description of associated plotting programs, are
contained herein for the ready access of the computer program package
to the user. A preliminary review on existing three-dimensional free-
`
	
	 surface models, basic concepts of the present model, assumptions, ap-




finite difference implementation and numerical solution methods is pre-
sented in Lee et al. (1979) and Carter (1977) .
The report also contains a plotting program which is used to analyze
the results of the main calculation. A subroutine to compare the calcu-
lated temperature field with that obtained by IR scanning is presented in
the program. Note that the IR temperature is interpreted by hand from
the mosaic film and then read in for isotherm plotting and comparison.
The model has been tested for its adaptability. That is, the model
allows for program modifications so that different initial and boundary
conditions could be considered. The main program has several flag
statements which make different usage of same program possible. Any
program modification for the purpose of model transition should be made
with care, and the new program should be validated by sample runs to
assure that the effect of the modification is as desired. The same is
also applicable to the plotting program.
The program therefore contains two parts. Part 1 is primary and
performs calculations; Part 2 is secondary and is for analyzing and plot-
ting the results of Part 1. ANCMN is the driving program of Part 1.
The input contains parameters, geometrical and initial data, or tape which
stores intermediate results; output contains printout of results at preset
time intervals, in both hard copy and tape form. The hard copy printout
provides the base for analysis, upon which decisions and choice of the
plots needed for further analysis and detailed comparison with measured
iP
results can be made. PLOTMN is the driving program of Part 2. The
tape output from Part 1 is the main input. In addition, control cards
assigning choice of plot, plot size, simulation hour and- measured result
for comparison are also required. Output is in printout and plot tape.




The model can be enlarged to handle any passive constituent, dis-
solved or suspended, possessing arbitrary decay characteristics. The
formulation of the constituent transport is based on the convection-
diffusion equation, which is analogous to the thermal transport equation
in the present model. The enlarged model would then be an ideal tool
to study the ecological response of aquatic biota to the thermal effluents
of the power plant.
The model can be modified to include bouyancy effects caused by
fresh water/salt water sensing by including a salinity-dispersion equa-
tion. This equation will be of similar form to the energy equation.
The code is written for a constant grid size. Modifications can be
made to incorporate a coarse grid for the complete field in comparison
with a fine grid near the discharge location. This will allow a more
accurate prediction of plume behavior in the near field. A penalty in




PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND FLOW CHART FOR MAIN PROGRAM (ANCMN)
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ALGORITHM
The governing partial differential equations are given in Table 1;
the symbols and definitions are referenced in Nomenclature. The problem
Is set up as an initial-boundary value problem, so values of dependent
variables are assumed known initially and prescribed on boundaries.
Values at successive time steps are obtained by using a true explicit
scheme. The leap-frog finite difference format is used to calculate sur-
face elevation n and two horizontal velocity components, u and v, at
time n+1, where n is the present time step. The variables at times n-1
and n are all known. The sequence in which calculations are performed
Is as follows:
1. Integrate the surface elevation equation using central-time central-
space (CTCS) differencing. That is, nn , nn and un , v  and h.Note that h is independent of time while the present water depth H 
h+n n. needed in Ails calculation. In the subroutine BETA, notonly n	 but also n + (i, j, k) , the modified vertical velocity in
transform (a) plane, is accomplished immediately after the n compu-
tation.
2. The next task in the sequence is to calculate the nonlinear inertia
terms that appear in the horizontal momentum equations. Here, two
subroutines are involved: BNRTIA is
TABLE 1. Governing Equations
Continuity Equation*:
9Hu + aHv +H a._n +an 
_o
a x
	 aya s	 at
u Momentum Equation:
a Hu + a Huu + a Hvu + 4 a o u + r 1 + ^i 9 u a n f..N
i.
v Momentum Equation:
a Hv a Huv a Hvy	 a stv	 av a n
at + ax + ay +H as +(1 +Q) aaat }fuH
H am_ 9H ( Q a H + an + Av a 2v
P ay	 ay	 a y	 H a c
Energy Equation
a HT + a HuT + a HvT + H a nv + (1 + c) a T an
at	 ax	 ay	 av	 av at
= 
Hv a + B h
 [a x (H aX + a (H aT)IY	 Y
This equation is vertically integrated to yield a) prognostic equation
for y, and b) synoptic equation for 0; they are
an -_	 fo ( a Hu + aHv) da
at - -1	 ax	 ay
H at + H 
a fc ( a xu + a y ) dv;
The latter, upon transformation, yields the actual vertical velocity
w = QH + 0+a) at + uaX + vi— + uaX + 9vaY
for interior points, while ABNR3 is for open boundary points. Note,
for the Anclote Anchorage sample problem, the open boundaries are
at j = 1 and j = 14, and the imposing tides are applied at points
immediately outside these open boundaries. Therefore, program
modification is needed if different open boundary conditions are
employed.
3. Following the inertia terms computations, which may be skipped if
the Rossby Number is very close to zero, new values of u and v
at n+1 are computed for all points in the grid. Again, the leap-
frog and central-space scheme is used, but DuFort-Frankel differ-
.encin;g is applied to the vertical momentum diffusion terms. Two
subroutines are called here, BVEL for interior points and ASAF3
for open boundary points. Since velocity at all points is calculated
without distinction, a subroutine GIVENU is needed to specify thegiven discharge or flowrate at particular points, that is, to replace
6
calculated velocities at those points with known values.
Steps 1, 2 and 3 are calculations for surface elevation, modified
vertical velocity and horizontal velocity componehts; they constitute the
V-calculation. Whether the V-calculation is to be carried out or not
depends on flagged statement KVEL = 1 oi r 0. The next group of calcu-
lations is for thermal transport, or T-calculation, and it involves the
energy equation only. Similarly, this group is to be flagged by state-
ment whether KTEMP is unity or zero.
4. The convective term in the energy equation is calculated next, using
either a given velocity field, in the case of KVEL = 0, or the pre-
sently known velocity field at n+1, in the case of KVEL = 1. The
subroutine for this purpose is CONV.
S. The energy equation itself is then integrated over time to obtain T
at n+1. The forward-time, central-space (FTCS) and DuFort-Frankel
differencing for the vertical diffusion term are used in the calcula-
tion. The subroutine involved is TCOMPT. Since temperatures at
all points are computed without distinction as to whether the points
are with given temperatures or not, subroutine GIVENT is needed to
respecify the temperature at the given points.
Clearly, Steps 4 and 5 make up the T-calculation. In either of V-
or T-calculations, vertical velocity w is involved. Instead of w, the
rate of change of surface elevation,
	 is used for convection in ver-tticale direction.
6. The actual vertical velocity, w, is computed when it irwieeded fA95printout. 11 he subroutine is WCAL, and instead of u
	
and v
which are defined at half J and half I respectively, the interpreted
velocities at center of grid cell are used in this calculation. Since
a space-staggered scheme is used, the water level and vertical velo-
city are described at the center of grid cell, while the horizontal
velocities are described at the edges of cells.
7. "^)The real time (or simulation time) 'is checked and Steps 1 through 6
are repeated; that is, the above procedure is repeated for n+2 using
values at n+1 and n.
Reference to the flow chart presented in Figure I will clarify the
description of program algorithm.
FLOW CHART
Figure I shows the main flow chart of the three-dimensional, free-
surface program applied to the Anclote Anchorage. In the flow chartf
the subroutines and their functions are described briefly. Table 2 lists
the subroutines called in the main-programANCMN.
7
(Read Data. Card (17)
First Run? (LN = 1?)
No
READT - Read Tape f
Data of Previous Run
Yes	 BAYBOT - Preliminary Data
BAYINI - Initialization
Card to Reaffirm DT,
EST E Tide Conditions
I Hourly Climatical Data I
BETA	 - Compute ETA (n) and OM (n)
BNRTIA - Compute RX, RY at Interior Point
ABNR3	 - Compute RX, RY at Boundary Point
BVELS	 - Use RX, RY E Others to do U, V
ASAF 3	 - Do the Same for Boundary Point
GIVENU - Specify U, V at Discharge Point
CONV	 - Compute Convection Terms for T
TCOMPT - Continue to Compute T
GIVENT	 - Specify T at Discharge Point
j	 WCAL	 - Convert OM (9) to W	 -
ANCPR	 - Continue Printout at Chosen Points
No
TABLE 2. Subroutines Required in Main Calculating Program ANCMN
No.I Name
	
I	 Description	 I	 Remark
0&^
1 BAYBOT Reads in bay bottom sounding Skip if LN =1, depends(H) and various grid book- on problem and grid
keeping matrices, calculates work, data file AMATNdepth matrices accordingly. preferred.
2 BAYINI Initializes the dependent Also depends on probelm
variables such as U, V,11^, T, and run conditions. 	 RX
ETA, RX, RY also set 10	 to RY are inertia terms.
values outside the calculation
region.
3 READT Reads in stored data from Skip if LN =1.
tape for continuing run.
4 IRREAD If required, it reads in IR No need if T- calculation
data as initial temperature; began with ambient
thus it replaces T input temperature.
from READT.
,S EQTEMP Calculates the equilibrium Number of hour is NCY.
temperature over that hour.
6 BETA Calculates surface elevation Mandatory in
ETA and vertical velocity V-calculation.
OM 61) .
7 BNRTIA Calculates inertia terms of Skip if ROSSBY = 0.
momentum eq. for boundary
pts.
8 ABNR 3 Calculates inertia terms of Skip if ROSSBY = 0.
momentum eq. for boundary
pts. on north and south
exit of the anchorage.
9 BVE1,S Calculates velocity at in-
terior pts. - main part of
velocity calculation.
10 ASAF3 Calculates velocity at boun-
dary pts. along north and
south boundaries.
11	 GIVENU	 Specifies velocity at control
pts., such as discharge, in-
take and river, head.
9
aTABLE 2. Subroutines Required in Main Calculating Program ANCMN
(Continued)
No. Name Description Remark
12 CONV Calculates convective terms of
energy equilibrium.
13 TCOMPT Calculates temperature.
14 GIVENT Specifies temperature at dis- Depends on run condi-
charge outlet. tion.
15 WCAL Converts the OM (a) vertical
velocity to physical vertical
velocity W.
16 ANCPR Prints surface elevation, Locations are to be
velocity (mag. with dir.) and chosen by user.
temperature at 4 chosen loca-
tions after completion of
marching of DT, i.e. printout
after each time step.
17 TPRLOK Prints out the velocity field,
water depth, surface elevation
and temperature field after
one hour of simulation time.
18 STORET After TPRLOK for printout, Skip if KSTORE _ 0.
the same data and relevant
parameters are stored onto
tape, either for later plotting
or for continued calculation.
19 ZZ1 A subroutine called by ANCPP;
and TPRLOK; it is for finding
velocity dir. based on U and
V components.
20 AMATN is a data file containing all Same data could be in
grid matrices and bottom depth card form, inserted
matrix to be read in BAYBOT. -after TINIT card.
21 C 2007 Climatical data used in the Could also be in card




This section describes the subroutines used in ANCMN, in order of
their appearance.
BAYBOT
It reads the marker matrix MAR; the elevation matrix ELEV which is
changed to depth matrix H by adding a constant STAGE; then four more
marker matrices, MEX, MEY, MX and MY. It interpolates H according
to marker MEX, MX and MY to find additional depth matrices, called HB,
HU and HV, respectively.
BAYINI
It initializes most of the variable matrices. Since the initial condi-
tion for ,..elocity is a quiescent condition, U1, U2, U3, V1, V2, V3, RX,
RY, ETA1, ETA, ETA3, UB, VB, OM, W and TC are set to zero. The
quiet bay is assumed to have a constant temperature TINIT to begin with,
so TI, T2, T3 and TB are set to TINIT.
READT
This subroutine reads in input parameters, physical quantities
and intermediate results stored on tape.
IRREAD
It reads in in-situ measured or IR scanned temperature as an alter-
native initial condition to temperature calculation. This temperature is
interpolated by hand and stored in the form of matrix T1.
EQTEMP
It calculates the equilibrium temperature T and surface heat ex-
change ccefficient K of a natural water surface! The procedures for
these calculations art as follows:
1. Td	 Ta - (14.55 + 0.114 T a) (1-f) - [ (2.5 + 0.007 Ta) ( 1 -f) 13
where Td
 = dewpoint temperature in OF
T = air temperature in OF
f a = relative humidity in fraction of unit
2. 5 0.255 -0.0085 Tave + 0.000204 Tavel
where Tave J(Ts . + Td) ,. and 8 is an intermediate step^- s = ambient surface temperature in OF






a. _Ks = IS. 7 + ($ + 0.26) f (u)
where Ks = surface 'heat exchange coefficient in BTUJ (ft = day °F)HS. T^ Td + ^
s
where T = equilibrium temperature in °FHs = gross solar radiation in BTU /(ftz day)
Note: The T f, u, H and T are climatological data; however, care
must be taker? for the Aurly dha TAIR, HUMID, WIND, SRAD and TSURF
are in metric units. Therefore, in the above calculations, the basic data
must first be transformed into English units, then the final results, T and
K , must again be transformed back to metric units. T  (TEQ) and Rs(!N) are used in subroutine CONV for T-calculation.
BETA
Computes nn+1 (ETA3) and St n+1 (OM) by using central differencingfrom the continuity equation. The vertical integration is done usingSimpson's rule. The following symbols are used:
I	 DR = depth at half-integer j point on right cd9e, i + 1, of the cell.
DL = depth at half-integer j point on left edge, i, of the cell.
D2 = depth at half-integer i point on upper edge, j + 1, of the cell.
i
^S
D1 = depth at half-integer i point on lower edge, j, of the cell.
DHUX as u
DHVY Yv
AH = total depth at the center of the cell, a half-grid point.
BNRTIA
It computes the sums of the nonlinear inertia terms, RX and RY,
in the x and y momentum equation at each interior point of the domain.Note that RX (i, j, k) = RY (i, j, k) = 0 for k = KN. The hollowing
	 j
symbols are used, in their order of appearance:
AH = depth either at u-point or at v-point
DET = an	 {
DHUUX = a Huu	 DHUVX a Huva x-	 a x
12
aI
DIJUVY = a Hy v	 DHVVY = a Y v
DI: = depth at forward half-grid point in either x or y direction.
D  = depth at backward half-grid point in either x or y direction.
UBAR2 = average u at forward half-grid point.
UBAR1 = average u at backward half-grid point.
VBAR 2 average v at forward half-grid point.
VBAR1 = average v at backward half-grid point. 	 4'
E2 = averaged n at 0, j + 1) or (i + 1, j)
E l  averaged n at 0, j)
D2 = depth at (1, j + 1) or (i + 1, j)
l
131 = depth at (i, j)
DOOMS = a c^
	
DVOMS = a Q'
DUS= au	DVS=av
as	 a
a Huu a Huv	 a un	 au a nRX = a x + a y + H aC + ( 1 + Q) av 'att
a Huv aHvv	 av n	 a vi a nRY= a x + a Y +H aQ +(1+Q) aa at
ABNR3
It computes RX and RY for points on boundary. The tide heights
f ^^	 at half-grid points outside the north and south Loundary are computedU	 first. Since the open boundary is in x-direction, that is, only the v-
point appears, RX = 0 and RY is given by




y +H 3  + (1 + v) as at
In the computation, it is assumed:
D2 = depth at half-grid point just outside the boundary
= HV (I, JN) + North Tide Height, if D2 is HB (i, JN)
= HV (1, 1) + South Tide Height, if D2 is HB (i, 0)
VBAR2 = v at half-grid point just outside the boundary
V2 (i, JN, K) if it is north boundary





It calculates un+1 (U 3) and vn+1 (V 3) at interior points by central'
time differencing and DuFort-Frankel scheme. Note that the horizontal
diffusion of momentum is neglected in the model.
The equations for u and v are
	
MUa n	 a 2 u	 1
A' a t = fv - 9 ax + 
Av
H2 a Q2 ' H RX
1 3Hv =-fu _ g	 AV
 an 	 a 2 1 RYHat	 ay	 H2 a a2 M
where RX and RY are the nonlinear inertia terms.
`The following symbols are introduced for briefness.
A2 = Coriolis t-,rm
A4 9 ax org enY
M	 RXorHRY
A6 = the rest of vertical diffusion term.
ASAF3
This calculates vn+1 (V3) at the v-points on the south (j = 1)
and north (j = JN) boundaries. It is similar to ABNR3. The tide heights
at imaginary half-grid points just outside the south and north boundary
are computed first. The term 10 is calculated at v-point at both j = 1
and JN, with tide height at outsYde half-grid point and n at inside half-
grid point. Since the a velocity on these boundaries are assumed zero,
f.	 the Coriolis force term B2 is set t z^ero. Symbols B4, 135  and B6 stand
for pressure, convection and diffusion terms respectively.
GIVENU
It specifies velocities at cooling system outlet and intake. These
velocities are determined from power plant flowrate. The riverl flowrate
is also simulated by imposing velocities at river entry point.
CONV
It computes the sum of the convective terms in the energy equation
at each point. Note that T is designated at half-grid points. The follow-
ing symbols are used in this subroutine:
AH = depth at point (1, j) where TC (i, j, k) is to be calculated.
1
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DR = depth at forward u-point
DL = depth at backward u-point
D2 = depth at forward v-point
D1 = depth at backward v-point
DTZ (1, j) = temperature slope 9T at the surface
UR = forward u but at T-level
UL = backward u but at T-level
DHUTX = a HXT
t	 VR = forward v but at T-level
VL = backward v but at T-level
..	 DHVTY = a HvT^	
a y
I	 The convection term TC is written for
a HuT	 a HvT a nT	 aT a n+ H 	
+(1+a)
TC_ax	
+a y aq	 aQatt
TCOMPT
i	 This subroutine computes temperature Tn+1 (T 3) for each point inthe domain.	 The equation is
By 





H a t	 _ H2 a o2 + Bh(a x2 + -)-H TC
where TC is the convection term obtained from subroutine CONY. The
boundary condition on solid boundary is adiabatic, but on open boundary,
T is aumed known. There are three different formulas for computing
the	 although the same DuFort-Frankel format is used throughout.
Thi s is because the surface temperature slope is DTZ (i, j) and the bottom
r	 is adiabatic. The symbols here are










i This subroutine calculates vertical velocity w (I, j, k) from modified
vertical velocity a (i, j, k) by using a- transformation formula. The fol-
lowing symbols are used:
^.	 8n	 8nDEX _ a z
	
DEY = . ay
1	 D,AHX = 3x	 DAHY ay
ANCPR
It prints continuous records of elevation, velocity and temperature
at certain particular points.
All data are printed on a single line, with the first item on the
line being the total simulation time TTOT in sec. Items for each point
are: surface elevation, resultant velocity, direction in which the velocity
vector points (deg positive clockwise from North), and temperature, in
that order.
TPRLOK
This subroutine performs the major printing tasks.	 The following
variables are printed hourly, or controlled by printout interval TPRT :
ja AVR = resultant velocity, cm /sec
ANC = direction in which the velocity points
W = vertical velocity, cm /sec
ETA = surface elevation, cm
I
T 2 = temperature, deg C
After TPRLOK is executed, the main program ANCMN prints out the total
depth, H = h + 71, at each point.
	 Thus, the hourly printout of the rele-
vant variables is completed. 	 In this subroutine, there are two flags,KUV and KPROF. 	 If both are zero, it skips the printing of velocity
components u and v either presented in layers (k =
	 KZ) o
	 cross
section along	 ('x-direction	 1	 JM) .	 These two flags are flipped only9	 ppnby interchanging the statements in the subroutine.
STOREY	 a
It records all the relevant data and results of the preceding
	 simula-
tion hour.	 STORET puts one EOF on tape after each block, while the








LIST OF PROGRAM SYMBOLS OF MAIN PROGRAM
This section presents the program symbols and their definition in
alphabetical order. In many cases, the symbols are described with the
aid of diagram to show the definition.
DESCRIPTION OF MAIN VARIABLES
The relative position and designation of variables are shown in
Figure 2. The water depth, h, is described in integer values of i and
j the u-component is described at half-integer value of j and integer
values of i and k; the v-component at half-integer value of i and integer
values of j and k; the w-component at integer value of k and half-
integer values of i and j; the surface elevation, 'n, is described at half
integer values of i and j; and the temperature, T, is described at half-
integer values of i, j and k. The modified vertical velocity, n, is de-
scribed at the same place as w-component. Figure 3 shows the space-
staggered grid system in horizontal projection.
Table 3 lists all the symbols used for dependent variables appearing
in the program. Since three levels of time step are used, same variable
%	 at different level is assigned with different symbols. The rule for
symbolizing the dependent variables is: for variable F(iAx, jAy, kA a,l	
hut), F1(i, j, k) is used to denote the value of variable at n-1; F2(i,j, 1:), is the present value; while F3(i, j, k) is the value at n+1 thus to
be computed; and FB (i, j, k) is the interpretedvalue of F2(i, j, k) at











all points in this





TABLE 3. Symbols used in the program
Symbols	 Argument	 Description
I
U1, U2, U3, UB (i,	 j,	 k) u-component
V1, V1, V3, VB (i,	 j,	 k) v-component
T1, T2, T3, TB (i,	 j,	 k) Temperature T
ETAI, ETA2, ETA3 (i,	 j) Surface Elevation n
TIDEIN, TIDE2N, TIDE3N (1) Tide Outside North
Boundary
TIDEIS, TIDE2S, TIDE3S (i) Tide Outside South
Boundary
DTZ 0, j) Heat Exchange at Water
Surface
RX; RY; TC (i,	 j,	 k) Convection Terms in u;,
v; T equation
W; OM (i,	 j,	 k) w-component; Non-dimen-
sional o
WAT (i,	 j) Total Water Depthy or
h + n
Note: In the program ANCMN, ETA2 is labeled as ETA. and ETX the
former is used for calculation while the latter for printout.
MARKER MATRICES
The followin-'integer-valued matrices are introd=uced to dL+scribe the
grid :system and to distinguish boundary from interior.
MAR (i, j)
MAR (i, j) identifies nodes in the full-grid system, i.e.
MAR = 0, (1, j) outside of boundary, hence no calculation










Figure 4.	 MAR (i, j) matrix
MEX	 (i, j)
MEX (i,	 j) provides marker to the half-grid system with reference
to they-direction boundaries, i.e.
MEX = 0, (1, j) outside of y-boundary, or exterior
MEX = 1, (i, j) just inside an east boundary
MEX = 2, (i, j) just inside a west boundary
MEX _ 3, (i, j) nowhere near-to y-boundary. or interior, as shown






MEY (i,	 j) provides marker to the half-grid system with reference
to the x-direction boundaries, as shown in Figure 6.
MEY = 0, (i, j) outside of x-boundary, or exterior
MEY = 1, (i, j) just inside a south boundary
MEY = 2, (i, j) just inside a north boundary
MEY = 3, (k, j) nowhere near to x-boundary, or interior
-.. x
Figure 6.	 MEY (i, j) matrix
MX (i	 j)
MX (i,	 j) provides marker to u-points, as shown in Figure 6.
MX = 0, (i, j) outside of y-boundary, or exterior
MX = 1, (1, j) on east boundary
MX = 2, (1, j) on west boundary




MY' (1,	 j) provides marker to v-points, as also shown in Figure 6.
MY = 0, (i, j) outside of x-boundary, or exterior
MY = 1, (i, D on, south boundary
MY = 2, (1, j) on north boundary
MY = 3, (1, j) nowhere dear to x-boundary
1.	 I
DEPTH MATRIX AND ITS DERIVATIVE
The bathymetry of the area of interest is given by the matrix. ELEV
Q, j) designated at full-grid points. The values in feet are positive for
kuke or inland waters as elevation above MSL. However, for coastal
water, the depths are read from the survey chart and are designated by
positive values. For certain periods of the year, the water level may
differ from MSL; a stage (STAGEI) is added to the ELEV (i, j) to obtain
the actual depth matrix H (i, j) . Note that the values of H (i, j) are in
cm. To facilitate the calculation, the matrices HB (i, j) , HU (i, j) and
HV (i, j) are derived from H (i, j) , and are for depths at half-grid
points, u-points and v-points, respectively. Thus, the following real-
valued matrices are introduced.
ELEV (i, j) elevations of the bottom with respect to MSL
HB (1, j) depth at half-grid points, in accordance with MEX /MEY
HU (i, j) depth at u-points, in accordance with MX
HV (i, j) depth at v-points, in accordance with MY
SIZE OF THE MATRICES, OR DIMENSIONS OF SUBSCRIPTED QUANTITIES
Let the grid work consist of IN x JN x KN nodes, i.e. IN nodes in
x(i) direction, JN nodes in y(j) direction, and KN levels in c(k) direction.
Then there are IM = IN - 1 half-grid points in x-direction, JM = JN - I
half-grid points in y-direc? on, and KZ = KN - 1 layers in a- direction.
The values IN, JN, KN, IM and JM are the parameters to be specified
at the beginning of the program and are determined by the grid used.
Therefore, the dimensions of the matrices are given in terms of these
parameters. Table 4 shows the size of the matrices already defined.
TABLE 4. Size of the Matrices
Symbol	 I	 Least Size	 I	 Given Size
UI U2 U3	 (IN JM KN)	 (IN JN KN)
V1, V2, V3 (IM, JN, KN) (IN, JN, KN)
T1	 T2, T3, TC, TB (IM, XM, KZ) (IM, JM, KN)	 3
UB, VB (IM, JM, KZ) (IM, JM, KN)
W, OM (IM, JM, KN) (IM JM, KN)
4.
TABLE 4. Size of the Matrices
(Continued)
Symbol	 Least Size	 Given Size
E
E_
RX, RY (IM, JM, KZ)
ETA1, ETA, ETX, ETAS (IM, JM)
WAT, DT (IM, JM)




TIDEIN ... TIDE3S (IM)
AVR, ANG (JM)
MAR (IN, JN)
MEX, MEY (IM, JM)
















AVR and ANG are used to facilitate printout of velocity and angle re-
spectively.
1
OTHER SYMBOLS OCCURRING IN PROGRAM ANCMN1
ALREF: Reference horizontal length L in cm.
AV: Vertical eddy viscosity, estimated by means of
A  = 0.0018 H 4/3 , H in cm, A  in cm 2 sec 1.
BH Horizontal eddy diffusivity, estimated by means of
B  = 0.0018 L4/3, L 1n cm, B  in CM  sec-^.
BV: Vertical eddy diffusivity, estimated by the same formula as A,
26
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thus turbulent Prandtl No. is one.
DHR: Time increment in hour as simulation continues.
DTX: As a check on when to printout.
D$: Increment in a-direction, in fraction of unit.
DT: Time step In second.
D)C: Increment in x-direction, in cm.
DY: Increment in y-direction, in cm.
DUMS: 213S.
EST: Eastern standard time in the day of simulation.
Coriolis factor	 21N sin(latitude)
W e = earth's angular rate of rotation.
G: Earth's gravitation 980 cm sec-2.
1: Index for x-axis.
IGO: Flag. Set as 'I Initially; it changes to 0 when the calculation be-
comes unstable.
IM: Maximum number of half-grid point in x-direction.
"AN: Maximum number of full-grid point in x-direction.
J: Index for y-axis.
JCTR: Index for simulation hour.
JM: Maximum number of half-grid point in y-direction.
JN: Maximum number of full-grid point in x-direction.
KN: Maximum number of full-grid point in a-direction.
KZ: Maximum number of half-grid point in a-direction.
KSTORE : Flag. Set as 1 to store hourly result on tape.
Set as 0 if no store is needed.
KVEL: Flag. Set as 1 if velocities are to be calculated, otherwise set
as 0.	 -
KTEMP : Flag. Set as 1 if temperature is to be calculated, otherwise
set as 0.
M Set as 1 for 1st run of present case; set as n for subsequent nth
run.
MBLOK: Data block number which is to compare with data block NBLOK
which is to be read in. Used only when LN > 1.
N B LO K : Index for data block.
NCASE : Case number.
NCY : Number of _ hours to be simulated in this run.
QQ : 57. 3, used for changing from deg to rad.
ROSSBY : Rossby number.
RR: Water density, = 1.
RWEX : Number of hours between climatological input data,, = 1.
TABN : Ambient water temperature outside of north entrance.
TABS: Ambient water temperature outside of south entrance.
THETA: Angle between north and y-axis, clockwise positive.
TINIT : Water temperature at initial instant before the waste heat dis-
charge start.
tF
TPRT : Time between printouts, in sec.
TTOT: Total simulation time, in sec.
TZ: Record of time for hourly printout.
TZERO EST hour at the beginning of present simulation run.
x
The following symbols are used to specify tidal condition.
AMPLIT Tide amplitude, in cm.
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iDPHASE : Phase lag per Ax, in hour.
PERIOD: Tide period, in hour.
PHASE: Phase difference between tides at north and south entrance.
STAGE: Difference in cm between daily mean level and short-term
('weekly) average sea level.
STAGE1: Difference in cm between short-term (weekly) average sea
level and iong term average level (MSL) .
TSHIFT: Time shift for adjusting tide with EST, in hour.
The following symbols are used to specify the hourly climatological
conditions.
TAIR: Ambient air temperature, deg C.
HUMID: Relative humidity, fraction.
WIND: Wind speed, cm sec 1.
WDIR : Direction from which wind is coming, deg measured clockwise
from North.
SRAD : Gross solar radiation, in BTU/ (ft z day) .
TSURF: Surface water temperature, deg C.
IThe following symbols are related to climatological data and appear
in the calculation of wind stress, equilibrium ambient temperature and
heat exchange at surface.
EPSLON : Direction to which wind blows, in rad.
j	 1NPR: Wind speed in m sec ^.
CTEN : Empirical constant appears in wind stress formula.
TAU: Wind stress T.
TAUX : x-component of wind stress X.
TAUY : y-component of wind stress Ty.
TDEW t Dewpoint temperature, deg C.
TEQ: Equilibrium temperature, deg C.
SK: Surface heat exchange coefficient in cal / (cm s sec °C)
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SECTION 5
PREPARATION OF SIMULATION RUN
This section describes the preparation work needed for ANCMN run.
The flow chart and the associated subroutines in Figure 1 and Table 2
are referred to in toe following description.
1. Specify number of full-grid points, IN, JN, KN and number of half-
grid points, IM, JM, in PARAMETER statement. Although the domain
of solution under consideration is usually smaller than the rectangular
space of IN x JN x KN, the marker matrices will assure that the grid
points outside of domain skip the calculation. To have a 5lear print-
out, the variables at off domain point have been set to 10 . This
value is beyond the capacity of the computer printout in printing real
numbers (F format) so that stars will be printed and show the off -
domain area.
2. Specify run number by input data LN, card #2:
For LN = 1, i.e.  first run, data file or card deck of AMAT N
is needed.
For LN > 1, i.e. subsequent run, tape with previous result
is needed.
Specify flag for storage by KSTORE, card #3:
For KSTORE = 0, desire no storage.
For KSTORE = 1, tape must be provided for storing results.
Specify flag for velocity calculation by KVEL, card #4:
j
	
	 For KVEL = 0, no V-calculation, thus thermal dispersion only.
For KVEL = 1, do V-calculation, thus circulation included.
Specify flag for temperature calculation by KTEMP, card #5•:
For KTEMP = 0, no T-calculation, thus only a hydrodynamic
model.
For KTEMP 1, do T-calculation, a complete hydrothermal model.
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Specify data block number MBLOK, to make sure the data read in
from tape is correct, card #6.
Specify number of hours to be simulated in this run by NCY, card #7.
Specify the time between successive printouts by TPRT, card #8.
Specify grid size by input data DX, DY, DS, card #9,;
Specify time step DT and tide data STAGE, AMPLIT, PHASE, DPHASE,
PERIOD, TSHIFT by input data, card #10.
Specify Coriolis factor FCOR and stage STAGEI by data, card #11.
Specify the angle between North and the y-axis of grid system by
THETA, card #12,.
Specify reference Length ALREF and Rossby No. ROSSBY, card #13.
Specify number of hours between weather observations RWEX, card #14.
Specify TZERO, the Eastern Standard Time when the simulation starts,
card #15.
Specify water density, vertical eddy viscosity, vertical eddy and
horizontal eddy diffusivity, RR, AV, BV, BH, card #16.
Specify initial temperature TINIT, a constant for whole domain, card #17.
3. In general, the first run of present case has:
LN = 1, KSTORE = 1, KVEL = 1, KTEMP = 1, MBLOK = 0.
Then the subroutines BAYBOT and BAYINI are used to initialize
the calculation. This includes reading matrices, MAR, ELEV, MEX,
MEY, MX, MY, by BAYBOT from data file AMATN. The same sub-
routine calculates the derivative height matrices, HB, HU and HV.
The initialization of various variable matrices is done in subroutine
BAYINI and in the main program itself.
4. In general, the continued nth run has the same NCASE with:
LN = n, KSTORE = 1; KVEL = 1, KTEMP = 1.
MBLOK = index number of the data block which is to be read in; the
calculation will continue thereafter. In fact, the data being read con-
tains all the information needed to continue the run. However, to
allow for the freedom of matching tide of different amplitude, period
and phase shift, an additional card (#18) specifying NBLOK, TTOT
DT, EST, AMPLIT, PHASE DPHASE, PERIOD and TSH1-FT is needed.
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The data may be same as those contained in the tape or different
from them so that the calculation goes on to follow another tide •
format. In accordance with this change of tide, the N B LO K , TTOT ,
DT, EST may be reset.
S. The main loop in the main program ANCMN is the hourly simulation
loop, which is started with hourly climatological data card containing
TAIR, HUMID, WIND, WDIR, SRAD and TSURF. The wind stress
and equilibrium temperature are then computed and held thereafter
as constants throughout that hour.
The main part of the hourly loop is an internal loop for At increment,
In which the main calculation is done in the order of (n, n), (u, v),
T, W, then a printout of elevation, surface velocity and surface
temperature at certain chosen half-grid points.
6. The V-calculation controlled by flag KVEL consists of subroutines
BETA, BNRTIA, ABNR3, FJVEL, ASAF3 and GIVENU.	 BETA, computes
n and 0.	 BNRTIA and ABNR3 compute the convection terms, RX and
RY, for the momentum equations; this computation is decided 'by
whether ROSSBY is zero or not.
	
The (u, v) calculations are done by
BVELS and ASAF3.
	
The given velocities at control points are re-
specified by GIVENU. 	 The BNRTIA and BVELS are for interior
points while ABNR3 and ASAF3 perform the same purpose except for
_ normal velocity points along open boundaries, where the water eleva-
tion is specified as a function of time.
c The T-calculation controlled by flag KTEMP consists of CONY, TCOMPT
and GIVENT.	 CONV computes the convective term TC 	 then TCOMPT
computes T, and GIVENT respecifies T at discharge points.
After the completion of marching forward to (n+I) A t, the variables are
relabeled and UB and VB are computed as the horizontal components
of velocity at centers of (1, J) blocks.
	
Finally, before the printout
of newly obtained variables at fixed locations to serve as flow develop-
ment at fixed point, the surface velocity and temperature at a critical
point are compared with preset values to see whether an instability
has developed.	 If instability does occur, the program terminates after
producing a hard copy of the latest result.
7.	 The subroutine ANCPR produces step-by-step records of surface
elevation, surface velocity and surface temperature at certain chosen
points.
	 These points are selected because Of the variables that are
believed to undergo the most change, as they are close to open
boundaries, river exit and discharge outhbt.
	 c°
The hourly loop included subroutines SOTRET and TPRLOK too;
	 the
former stores the hourly results as well as all pertinent data onto
tape for later _uses, and the latter produces a printout of resultant
horizontal velocities, vertical velocities, temperatures at four levels
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and elevation of free surface. In addition, the main program ANCMN
Itself does the calculation and printout of total water depth, H = h +
n, before starting next hourly loop.
S. ANCMN performs the hourly loop NCY a number of times.
Therefore, NCY number of climatological data cards are needed to




The input cards for running ANCMN are given in Table 5 below.
Note that the data symbols have already been defined in the previous
section; however, the following remarks should be considered.
* Free format is used for all data input.
* Distinction must be made for integer and real number._
* The order of these cards must be followed.
TABLE 5. Input Data for ANCMN
P	 I	 Card	 I	 yIn ut	 Content
	 Symbol Definition /Value
#1 1 NCASE = Case No.
#2 1 LN = 1, if it is first run then data file
or card_ deck AMATN is needed in
#18
= n, if it is nth run
#3 1 KSTORE = 0 no store, then there are no
continued runs
_ 1 store intermediate results on tape
for plotting or next run
#4 1 KVEL = 0 no V-calculation, i.e. dispersion
of T by given (u, v) field
_ 1 do V-calculation, so momentum
is under dispersion
#5 1 KTEMP = 0 no T-calculation, i.e. hydrody-
namic only
= 1 i.e. hydrothermal model
#6 1 MBLOK - No. of latest hour of last run
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TABLE 5. Input Data for ANCMN
(Continued)
nput	 Card	 SymbolContent Definition Nalue
1 NCY = Number of hours intended for
simulation in this run
1 TPRT = 3600 seconds, hourly loop
3 DX = x-direction grid size in cm
DY = y-direction grid size in cm
DS = adirection grid size in nondimen-
sional unit




STAGE = Average level of tide-MWL, in cm
AMP.LIT = Amplitude of tide, in cm
PHASE = Phase lag of the north tide behind
the south tide, in hr
DPHASE = Phase lag in east-west direction,
in hour per A x
PERIOD = Period of tide at entrances, in hr
TSHI FT = Time shift (in hr) for tide to agree
with EST time
2 FCOR = Coriglis factor	 2W e
 sin (lat) , in
sec
STAGER = MWL-MSL (datum for sounding),
if MWL # MSL, in cm
1 THETA = Clockwise angle from North to the
y-axis of grid work, in deg
2 ` ALREF = Horizontal ,reference length, in cm
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TABLE S. Input Data for ANCMN
(Continued)
Input I 	Card I	 SymbolContent Definition /Value
ROSSBY = Rossby No. which controls whether
advection is needed to account for
in the equations of motion, zero or
nonzero
1 RWEX = Number of hours between climatical
data, generally it agrees with hour-
ly loop
1 TZERO = EST when the simulation run starts
4 RR
s
= Density of water = 1.0
AV = 0.002 (AHREF) 4/3 , AHREF ='refer-'
ence depth in cm
BV = Same value as AV
BH = 0.002 (ALREF) 4/3
1 T I N IT = Initial temperature, a constant for
the whole domain
A deck of cards or data file, called AMATN, to specify
matrices MAR, ELEV, MEX, MEY, MX and MY.	 It is re-
quired only if LN = 1.
9 NBLOK = To reset data block number
TOTT = To reset total time in sec if
necessary
DT = To reset time step AT if necessary
EST = To reset EST
AMPLIT = If tide changes
PHASE = New phase lag
DPHASE = New phase lag per AX
PERIOD = If tide has different period
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TABLE S. Input Data for ANCMN
(Continued)
Card
Content Symbol Definition /Value
TSHIFT = Time shift of the new tide
A deck of NCY cards, each card contains six hourly
weather data:
TAI R = Air temperature, deg C
HUMID = Relative humidity in fraction of unit
WIND = Surface wind speed, cm /sec
WDIR = Wind direction, from which direc-
tion wind is blowing
SRAD = Gross solar radiation, BTU / (ft 2 day)





This section presents the descriptions of main plotting program
PLOTMN and its subroutines. As mentioned earlier, the plotting and
analyzing of the results constitute Part 2 of the three-dimensional, free-
surface model. Here, the tape containing the hourly results of simulation
is the main input. The control data cards help the user to choose the hour,
the plot and the comparison. The output is in a plot tape which is used
by a CALCOMP plotter to generate plots.
DESCRIPTION AND PLOW CHART OF PLOTMN
The purpose of PLOTMN is to read in the measured and/or calcu-
lated temperature fields and to plot the isotherms. in addition, the cal-
culated velocity field is plotted in a-planes (a-axis) , in certain x-cross
sections (y-axis) and in y-cross sections (x-axis) , and the surface
elevation field is plotted in contour plots.
Since the main input is the data block from Part 1, the symbols
and their dimensions agree with those that appear in ANCMN. In order
to store the I R scanned surface temperature at four tidal stages for later
comparison with calculated results, a TIR (IM, JM, 4) matrix is added.
It is to be noted that temperature fields are interpolated at half-gridpoints from the mosaic IR images by hand. Several data cards contain-
ing the quantities to be used in plot caption are read in as well as con-
trol cards which assign the data block to be used (NPLOUT) and the plot
to be done (IPLOT) . A flag NSTAND is to assign which measured tem-perature field is to be compared with the calculated. The algorithm forPLOTMN is simple and straightforward since no complicated calculation
is involved. The only calculation is to compute average deviation of
calculated temperature field from measured temperature field at the same
tide stage. The average deviation is given by
d z ; E- 	 j, 1) - TIR (i, j)) 2E (i, j)i,j
where TB is the calculated temperature while TIR is the measured tem-perature by infrared, and- iE j (1, j) is the number of surface half-gridpoints in the domain.
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The isotherms of TIR and TB are the plots of main concern, as one
Is to be compared with the other in order to assess the accuracy of the
model in predicting the hydrothermal dispersion of waste heat. Occasion-
ally,-, the water surface contour, the surface current and the velocity
profile are also of interest, as they depict the circulation set up by the
tide 'and the wind in conformity with the configuration and bathymetry
of the waters. The surface elevation contour is done by the subroutine
ECHKON which is also used for plotting isotherms, but ca ge must be
taken to assign the contour values, since the surface elevation changes
with tide; thus, the hard copy printout of surface elevation ETA must
be consulted in order to choose the right contour values. The surface
current is done by PLOTUV, while the velocity profiles in j(y) -cross
sections and i(x)-cross sections are plotted by PLOTUW and PLOTVW,
respectively. It is noted that the velocity scale for horizontal components
is different from that for vertical component. The ratio is to remain the
same as the ratio of horizontal to vertical length scale. Therefore, the
velocity profiles are exaggerated in vertical direction; however, since
the horizontal velocities of the top level (a = 0) are plotted right on the
water surface, they show free-surface profiles too. Note- that the j-sec-
tions and i-sections are fixed by given I- J- values. They are chosen
by the user's concern about the effect of plan-form configuration and
bathymetry on currents.
The flow chart for the main program PLOTMN is presented in Figure
4,, and the subroutines are listed in Table 4 for quick reference. It is
to, be noted that several CALCOMP subroutines are also listed.
SUBROUTINES
ECHKONI
This subroutine calls subroutines CONLIN and ENDER. This program
was developed by the National Hurricane center for map contouring using
CALCOMP or MILGO-type plotter. ECHKON is the entry point for the
package. It scans the rectangular gridded scalar field, such as surface
temperature or surface elevation, to determine where to start a new con-
tour. Each contour is done in a loop. Inside the loop the subroutine
j	 CONLIN is called to do the interpolation and drawing, and ENDER is
called by CONLIN to label each contour of the same. contour value. The
exit of contour loop in ECHKON is made when the final contour value
increased by increment has reached the specified maximum. Here,
E- 	 B	 dCHKON is used for contouring TIR	 N 	 't)( i, 1,	 - 1, 	 , T (i, 1, 1) an
ETA U, j) .	 i
PLOTUV
r
It computes the horizontal resultant velocity from components u and
v at each level. In general, there are four levels corresponding to k = 1
to 4. However, for the present problem, only the surface current is of




Read IPLOIR, 1PLOCM, NIR, KPLOT, NCY
Read Contour Values for TIR and Caption Data
Read Control Vectors (PLOT, NPLOUT, NSTAND
Read Contour Values for ETA and Plot Size Win
PLO I R = 01	 Yes
1R Loos	 No
IECHKON: Plot Isotherm for Measured Temperature at Each Stage





READT :	 Read in Data Block from Tape+
Check Whether NPLOUT = 0 and NSTAND = 0
ANo
Point  by Point Comparison of Computed, T with Measured T
IPLOT (1)	 1 Yes	 PLOTUV: Do UV Plot
No
Yes PLOTUW : Do UW PlotIPLOT (2) = 1
No




IPLOT (4) = 1 Yes ECHKON: Do n Contours
No F
IPLOT O _ 1 Yes ECHKON : Do T Contours
No
Stop.
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Subroutine for plotting isotherms Calls subroutines ENDER,
and contour of surface elevation; CONLIN, OUTLIN
also draws the domain
Same as READT in ANCMN , for
read in-stored data from tape
Plot U, V on different layer, to Calls subroutine OUTLIN
select the layer one can choose
KPLOT value; normally it is the
surface layer
Plot U, W on chosen J sections J section once chosen
west-east across the bay is fixed
Plot V, W on chosen 1 sections 1 section once chosen
south-north across the bay is fixed i
Write common heading on each
diagram
Write title for UV Plot
Write title for IR-T isotherms
Write deviation of calculated
temperature from IR-T
Write tidal stage on the
diagram
Write title for UW plot
Write title for VW ;plot
i
Write title for surface eleva-
tion contours
41'
'	 ^' y 	 { {	 ...mot	 '
q	 t
TABLE 6. Subroutines Required in Main Plotting Program PLOTMN
(Continued)
No. Name Description Remark
17' CAPTN 9 Write title for calculated surface
isotherm
18i ENDER Write contour value to label Subroutine of CONJOIN
fi contour
19 CONLIN Called upon to draw individual Subroutine of ECHKON
contour
20 OUTLIN Called upon to draw outline of Subroutine of ECHKON
the computational domain and PLOTUV
21 FIT Fit a parabola to three point Subroutine of PLOTUV
used in PLOTUV to interpolate
=tar AM +h
f-
22	 VECT	 Calculates the velocity and
	 Subroutine of PLOTUV
calls AROHD to draw the vector
23 AROHD
Are CALCOMP subroutines,	 In library file UCS
24 NUMBER called upon in various sub-
	 ACALCOMP of UNIVAC





It computes the resultant velocity based on components u and w.
nentioned, the vertical and horizontal components cannot be made to
same scale; therefore, the velocity profiles are distorted. The i-cross
sections on which the velocity is computed and plotted are preassigned in
the subroutine itself. For the present problem, plots are drawn for j =
4, 8, 12. All three plots are done on the same sheet.
PLOTVW
It computes the resultant velocity based on components v and w,
and plots the velocity vectors on the vertical cross section along y-
direction. The i values are likewise preassigned in the subroutine.
Here plots are drawn for 1 = 4, 8, 12 and are on one sheet.
INPUT DATA
Table 7 lists the data to for PLOTMN. Free format is used generally.
The total input consists of data cards and data files, but in the list,
the input data have been numbered in the order of their appearance,
regardless of whether card form or file form is used.
TABLE 7. Input Data for PLOTMN
Input I Card I SymbolContent : Defi.nitionNalue
#1 5 IPLOIR = 0, if no isotherm of IR obtained tempera-
ture is desired
= 1, otherwise
IPLOCM = 0, if no isotherm of computed temperature
is to be plotted
= 1, otherwise
F_ NIR = Number of IR obtained temperature fields
KPLOT = Number of the a-level to be plotted
NCY =Number of simulation lours
i
#2 NIR TL(I) = Array of min. contour values for TIR
#3 NIR TH(I) = Array of max. contour values for TIR
#4 NIR T1 (I) `= Array of increment values for TIR con-
touring
#5 NIR TA1(1) _ Array of ambient temperature, assigned
1 to out-domain pointsj
j	 #6 NIR Q1(1) = Array of EST time, for caption
#7 NIR Q2(I) = Array of wind speed values, for caption
on TIR plot
#8 NIR Q 3(I) = Array of wind direction values, for cap-
t tion on TIR Plot
#9 NIR Q4(l) = Array of air temperature for caption on
TIR plot
#10 NIR QS(I) = Array of discharge temperature for cap-
tion on TIR plot a
.o
#11 1 Q6 = Discharge flowrate, for caption in general
#12 5 1 PLOT (1) = Array of integers to assign the plot desired
k 44
TABLE 7. Input Data for PLOTMN
(Continued)
Input CardContent Symbol Definition /Value
#13 NC,Y NP LOUT (1) = Array of integers to assign the hour de-
sired to be plotted
#14 NCY NSTAND (I) = Array of intergers to assign the TIR to
be compared with
#15 NIR ETAL(I) = Array of min. contour values for ETA
#16 NIR ETAH (1) = Array of max. contour values for ETA
#17 NIR ETAI NT (1) = Array of increment values for ETA
contouring
#18 1 XL = Plot size in x-direction (in)
#19 2 DX, DY = Spacing in x- and y-direction (cm)
#20 Data File 1,	 J = The (i, j) value of boundary nodes, used
for drawing domain's boundary
#21 Data File TIR(I,J,N) = To read in the IR measured temperature
fields of different tidal stage, files like
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The present model has been successfully applied to thermal disper-
sion study at Anclote Anchorage. The Anchorage is located on Florida's
Gulf coast and north of St. Petersburg (Figure 9) . It is, a relatively
shallow passage between the mainland and the Anclote Key. A series of
barrier islands separates the anchorage from the Gulf of Mexico. Through
natural channels to the north and south of the Keys, the Anchorage has
an unrestricted exchange of water with the Gulf.
The Anclote power plant operated by the Florida Power Corporation
has two 515 MW, oil-fired, electrical generating units. Once-through
cooling water is drawn from the Anclote River through a man-made canal.
The six pumps delivering a total of 1, 990,000 gprr (125.6 m3 /sec) are
designed to raise the water temperature 2.8°C above the ambient. The
heated water is discharged back into the Anchorage through the dis-
charge canal with a dredged submarine extension. The designed total
flowrate is approximately 53 times the long-term average flowrate of the
Anclote River. At present, only Unit I is operative while Unit 2 is
still pending permission. That is, the present flowrate is 62.8 m 3 /sec(995,000  gpm) .
The principal driving mechanism for current circulation is tidal
flux at the north and south entrances of the Anchorage. The tide isj	 predominantly semidiurnal with mean range of 2 feet. Earlier measure-
ments of temperature and salinity indicated the currents flow in and out
through both entrances; however, the exchange appears to be stronger
in the south than in the north, or the currents generally flow north
during flood tide and south during ebb tide. Moreover, the wind plays
an important part too. The surface current direction depends on wind
blowing at wind speeds exceeding 15 mph.
The model as applied to the Anclote Anchorage shows its capacity
of considering the effects of geometry and bathymetry, spatio-temporal
variation of the free surface, various boundary conditions, including
tides of different phase and range, surface heat transfer based on equi-
librium temperature concept, and changing meteorological conditions. In
addition, turbulence has been considered by using the eddy transport
concept, and the effects of baroclinicity have been included.. Again, the





matical formulation, finite difference implementation and numerical method
of solution.
The finite difference grid work is three dimensional and is designed
to cover the area of interest. The grid size A x x A y x A c is that the
least number of vertical layers is four. That is, a 4-layer, 5-level,
vertical partition is a reasonable choice for the present generation of
computer. The grid work is allowed to orient away from north-south,
east-west system, but in general, the x-axis of the grid system aligns
with west-east, and y-axis with south-north. Thus, the subscript i
Increases eastward, while j increases northward. The z-axis is chosen
upward from mean water surface, while the subscript k increases down-
ward from the water surface. That is, the k = 1 level is the free
surface which is continuously changing, while k = 5 is always the bottom.
For the study of Anclote Anchorage, the grid is 16 x 14 x 5 with
five levels, each with 224 nodes for a total of 1120 nodes. The grid size
used is Ax = Ay = 417 m. Depths off the natural coastal line are read
from the Coast and Geodetic Survey chart. The maximum depth is 4
m at the south end of Anclote Key. It was found that gravity waves
were the dominating consideration with regard to the maximum allowable
time step A t. A 15 second magnitude of e t was found to work well for
the present grid system.
Numerical results were obtained with the University of Miami Com-
puting Center UNIVAC 1100 computer. The time histories of the three
velocity components, (u, v, w) , the surface elevation, n, and the tem-
perature, T, for a 24-hour simulation period were obtained with ,about 90
minutes of computer time in most cases. This is 'a time ratio of about
1 16:1 (the ratio of real time to computer time) .
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Florida Power Corporation has a fossil fuel power plant situated at
Tarpon Springs on the Anclote Anchorage. The discharge rate is 62.8
m 3
 /sec of water at temperatures, in general, 2.8°C above the ambient
water. On June 19-20, 1978, a team carried out an in-situ data acquisi-
tion mission to gather field data on temperature and current. At the
same time, four flights by NASA /KSC were undertaken to obtain tempera-
ture by remote sensing method. These four flights were intended to cover
four different tidal stages in the Anchorage. The remotely sensed data
were processed into digicolor film. The in-situ measurement of surface
water temperature at the time when the airborne IR data was undertaken
provides a reference for IR temperature. With this reference, the iso-
therms were drawn from the digicolor film. The in-situ current measure-
ment data were used in plotting current of different depth. The ground
measured temperatures were used to draw surface and subsurface iso-
therms
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and in particular, to the prediction of hydrothermal development in well-
mixed shallow coastal waters, the model was run with actual tidal and
meteorological data as input, but the initial temperature condition either
could be that of uniform state, that is to assume the power plant start
Impulsively, or could be that of an IR temperature field, that is using
IR data as the initial temperature field. The demonstrative runs were
carried out to simulate the hydrothermal situation for several days. The
predicted current fields are verified against the in-situ measured currents,
and the predicted isotherms are verified against the IR-obtained surface
Isotherms and the in-situ measured subsurface isotherms.
CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS AND INPUT DATA
In this section, the specification grid system, reference and physi-
cal parameters, tidal and meteorological data, discharge and intake velo-
cities, ambient and discharge temperatures will be presented. The actual
calculation of some input data quantities is carried out in detail for the
purpose of demonstration.
Grid System
The map indicating the exact locations of power plant, intake and
discharge outlets, and the sounding of the Anchorage was used to deter-
mine the size of the domain, the grid system to cover it, and the arrange-
ment of intake and discharge points in the system. So, a domain of
about 6 km x 5 km covering most of the Anchorage was used. A grid
system of 16 x 14 was selected in the horizontal plane. The size of thegrid cell is Ax = Ay = 416.7 m; this size and the grid orientation has
made the intake and discharge outlets to the open water fall in with
nodes respectively, and the intake and discharge channels have 45 0 and
315° orientation respectively. The depth was specified according to
sounding chart. There are five nodes in the vertical direction. Thisgave a total of 16 x 14 x 5 nodes. The coordinate system and grid
work are shown in Figure 10. The MAR matrix, bottom elevation matrix
and four additional marker matrices are stored in data file AMATN.
Reference Quantities
L: Reference length = ALREF = Maximum Length 6 km
BH: Horizontal eddy dVfysivity 0.002L4/3
0.002 x (600, 000)	 - 100, 000 CM  /sec
BV: Vertical eddy !Sfusivity = 0.002H 4/3 (H maximum depth) =
0.002 x ( 360)	 = 6 cm 2 sec
For shallow well-mixed tidal water about three times the calculated
vMiNIs Wma fnmonri C1242hle Nora We vine RV = AV = 'M rm2 /cer i e
RR: Density of water = 1.0
THETA: 0, since the grid system orients along North-South
RWEX: 1.0
ROSSBY : 0. 0, that is, based on test run, it was shown that the nonlinear
inertia terms can be safely neglected to save computation
TINIT : Initial uniform temperature or reference temperature = 20 deg C
Calculation of Time Step, DT
In order to determine the time step, DT, the stability criterion has




About 1/3 of this value is reasonably safe to use. Here we use DT 15 sec.
Calculation of Intake and Discharge Velocities
1. Flowrate = 99S,000 gpm (from power plant physical data)
= 62. 8 M3 /s
= 62. 8 x 10 9%M 3 /sec
2. Both intake and discharge canals are at 45° from N, therefore
31.4 x 106 cm 3 /sec is crossing the Ax and Ay at the point of
intake and discharge.
3. The average depth at intake and discharge is approximately 4' or
122 cm, and the width is fix = Ay = 41760 cm, so the cross-sectional
area is 41760 x 122 cmz.
4. The average velocity is:
U	 = V	 = 31. 4x106 = 6.163 cm /sec
ave
	
ave 41 760x 122
5. The velocity profiles are assumed as shown.
1	 7.0 cm /secT
i
ii
6. To allow for canal storage during tide change we assume the intake
and discharge velocities to be sinusoidal, i.e.
Intake:	 V304, 4, k) = 7 - 3 x cos[ 12.5(EST - 7.625))
U3(15, 3, k) = V3(14, 	 4, k)	 for k = 1,	 2,	 3,	 4
Discharge:	 V 3(14, 8, k) = 7 - 3 x, cos[	 1125(EST - 7.5) ]
U3(15, 	 8, k) = -V304, 8, k)	 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4
where 7.625 and 7.5 are taken to be the phase shift which takes
Into account the time to travel from the south end of Anclote Key
to the concerned point.
. Calculation of Tide on June 20, 1978
Simulated diurnal tide is shown in Figure 11, where
1. Period = 12.5 hr
2 Stage = short term average sea level - MSL _ 48 cm	 -
3. Amplitude =	 short term average- tide range = 65 cm
4. Time shift = 7.125 hr
i.e. at 7.125 a.m., June 19, 1978, the tide at the south end of
Anciote Key was zero.
-3
5. W - E lapse = 0.014 hr /DX
Wave propagation speed C = -gh = 2x 980x 360 = 850 cm /sec
i
(H = 360 cm is the maximum depth of the Anchorage.)
k
s
The time needed to travel one grid distance is
I DX 	 41760
850	 =50 sec = 0.014 hr.
We use 0.014 hr per DX for phase shift in W - E direction and the
imposing• tide at the south entrance is
n s = 48 + 65 sin[ 125(EST - 7.125 - 0.014(1 - 1) ]
= grid no. in W - E direction.
6. S - N lapse = 0.15 hr.
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Time for wave to travel this distance is 543000 = 0.18 hr. We take
0.15 hr as phase difference between the ssaih and the north boun-
daries; there, the imposing tide at the north entrance is
nn	 1= 48 + 65 sin[ 125 (EST - 7.125 - 0.15 - 0.014(1 - 1) ]
Calculation of Anclote River Flowrate and Temperature
1. The distance traveled from South Anclote Key to Tarpon Springs is
20 DX. We estimate a time lapse of 0.5 hr to account for the re-
tardation due to buffering effect of river storage and Anclote River's
natural outflow.
2. The average current is estimated to be 20 cm /sec, therefore, we take
U306, 1, k) = 20 cos[i (EST - 7.625) ]
V3 05,  1, k) =-20  cos[ 1	 (EST - 7.625) ]
for k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
3. The surface elevation at Tarpon Springs is to be calculated.
4. To be in accordance with given velocities at Tarpon Springs, the
temperature there is also assigned and its value has a 24 hr period
Instead of 12.5 fir. This temperature is
T 3(15, 1, k) = 26. 9 + 0. 5 sin[24(EST - 12) ]
where j,he 12 hr shift is to make the peak temperature occur at 1800.
Thus, the water in and out at Tarpon Springs has a temperature
ranging from 26.4 (before dawn) to 27.4 (late afternoon) .
Discharge Temperature and Gulf Water Temperature
1. On June 19-20, 1978, the recorded discharge temperature at daytime
Is in the range of 29.3- 30. 3. To account for the further drop of
	 1
discharge temperature due to cooler' ambient temperature at nighttime,
we assume a sinusoidal variation of discharge temperature with diurnal
period
&	 I
2. Discharge temperature is estimated
T304,  8, k) = 29.4 + 0.4 sin[ 24 (EST	 12) ]
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6 p.m. and the lowest (29.3°C) at 6 a.m.
3. The Gulf water outside the Anclote Anchorage as well as the atmos-phere is sink to the heat disposal from the power plant; therefore,
the bounds y condition on temperature at the north and south en-
trance is not considered as adiabatic as in normal case of far-field
thermal pollution problem. Instead, we specify the outside-anchorage
ambient temperatures. Again, they are 24 hr periodic and- their
values should be In accordance with the measured temperature in the
same neighborhood. Here in compliance with measured data, we use
Tab 27.0 + 0.2 sin[ 24(EST - 12) ]
for both ambient temperature outside the south and the north boun-
daries.
EXECUTION DECKS FOR CALCULATION AND PLOTTING RUNS
The following execution decks are for use in UNIVAC 1100 computer
at the University of Miami. These may have to be modified if a different
computer '3 used. ' The programs and subroutines used in these runs are-
all cows U,--d and stored in the file.
Calculation Run
First Run--
1. @ ASG, A FILENAME.
The file 'FILENAME' is assigned for the run.
2. @ ASG, T 8., 16N, TAPENAMEI
A tape file names 1 8' is being assigned. The tape is 9-track, and
the reel number is 'TAPENAMEI.'
3., @ PRT, S FILENAME. ANCMN
The main program 'ANCMN' is printed.
4. @ PACK FILENAME.
'FILENAME' is packed together, eliminating the space left:-Iby 'deleted
elements, and thus, condensing the file.
-,5. @ PREP FILENAME.
Prepare an entry point table for the 'FILENAMc:'
6. r _@ MAP, S












Store the calculation results on to tape 'TAPENAME1 1 (KSTORE).
14. 1
Calculate velocities WEL) .
15. 1
Calculate temperatures (KTEMP) .
16. 0
Specify numbers of the latest hour of the last run (MBLOCK).
17. 13
Number of hours to be simulated (NCY).
18. 3600.
Print the results at each 3600 seconds (TPRT) .
19. 41760. , 41760. , 0.25
Grid sizes in x-, y- and a-direction (DX, DY, DS).
20. 15.0, 0. , 60. , 0.08, 0.005, 12. 5, 7.125
Specify time step, the difference of average tidal level and mean
water level, amplitude of tide, north-south phase lag, east-west
	
j
phase lag per DX, period of tide, and time shift (DT, STAGE,
AMPLIT, PHASE, DPHASE, PERIOD, TSHIFT).
_21. 0.66E- 4, 48. 8
Coriolis factor and the difference of mean water level and mean sea
level (FCO R , STAGE 1) .
22. 0.
The y-axis coincides with North (THETA) .
23. 8. E 5, 0.
Horizontal reference length and Rossby number (ALREF, -ROSSBY).
24. 1.
Number of hours between climatic data (RWEX)
57
25.' 7.
Simulation run starts at EST 0700 (TZERO) .
26. 1.026, 20. , 20. , 50000.
Specify water density, vertical eddy viscosity, vertical eddy diffu-
sivity, horizontal eddy diffusivity (RR, AV, BV, BH) .
27. 27.0
Initial water temperature (TINT) .
28. @ ADD FILENAME.AMATN
Input data file 'AMATN' for specifying grid matrices and initial
water depth.
29. @ ADD FILENAME. FDATA
Input data file 'FDATA' for initializing temperature distribution.
30. @ ADD FI LENAME. C 2007
Input data file 'C2007' of climatic data.
31. @ FIN
Terminate this calculation run.
Sebsequent Run--
1. @ ASG, A FILENAME.
M
2. @ ASG, T 7., 16N, TAPENAME1
A tape file named 1 7' is being assigned; the reel number is 'TAPE-
NAME1.' This tape was used in the first run for storing the hourly
calculation results for 13 hours in 13 blocks.
3. @ MOVE 7. , 12
Move TAPENAMEI to the 13th block which is the last hoer result of
the first run and is going to be used as input data for this subse-
quent run.
4. @ ASG, T 8., 16N, TAPENAME?
A new tape named 'TAPENAME2' is assigned to store the calculation
results of this run.
5-13. Same as the cards 3-11 of the first: run.
14. 2
Continuing run (I-N).
15-17. Same as the cards 13-15 of the first run.
18.
	 13
The lasthour of the first run is 13.
19-29. Same as the cards 17-27 of the first run.
58	 .
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30. Same as the card 20 of the first run.	 If new 11dal data is needed,
this'card has to be changed.
31. @ ADD FILENAME. FDATA
If different IR temperature distribution is needed, FDATA has to
be changed.
32. @ ADD FILENAME.C2007,
The data file C2007 has to be changed since the weather condition
will be different from the first run.
33. @ FIN
' Plotting Run
1. @ ASG, A FILENAME.
2. @ ASG, T 7., 16N, TAPENAMEI
A tape file named '7' is being assigned. 	 'TAPENAMEV stored the
results of the calculation run.
3. @ ASG, T 11. , 16, TAPENAME 2
' A tape file named '11' is being assigned.	 The tape is 7-track, andI the reel number is 'TAPENAME2.' 	 This is used for plotting tape.
4. @ PRT, S FILENAME.PLOTMN
S. @ PACK FILENAME.
6. @ PREP FILENAME.
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13. 1,	 1,	 1,	 1,	 6
Plot IR isotherms and computed isotherms; only one IR temperature
field is to be plotted. 	 Plot isotherms on the surface level only,




Minimum contour value for 1^ p lot (TL).
15. 30.0
i
Maximum contour value for IR Plot (TH) .
16. 0.75
Increment of contour value for IR plot	 (TI).
17.. 27.0
Ambient temperature (TA1) .
18. 13.
EST for caption (Q1).
19. 358.0
Wind speed in cm /sec for caption (Q2).
20. 110.
Wind direction for caption (Q3).
21. 29.4
Air temperature for caption (Q4).
22. 29.5
Discharge temperature for caption (Q5).
23. 62.7
Discharge flowrate in cm 3 /sec for caption (06).
24. 1, 1, 1, 0, 1
Plot UV, UW, VW velocities and isotherms (IPLOT).
25. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1
Plot the results at the 6th hour (NPLOUT) .
26. 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1
Compare the deviation of computed temperature,
 from IR tempterature
(NSTAND) .
27. 0.0
Minimum contour value for surface height (ETAL) .
28. 0.0
Maximum contour value for surface height (ETAH) .
29. 0.0
Increment of contour value for surface height (ETAI NT') .
30. 6.
6" plot size in x-direction (XL) .
a31. 42000., 42000.
Grid' size (cm) in x- and y-direction (DX, DY) .
32. @ ADD FI LENAME.APER 1
Specify boundary nodes for plotting the boundary.
33. @ ADD FI LENAME. EDATA
Input data file 'EDATA;' specify IR temperature distribution at
ebb tidal stage.
E	 34. @ FIN
Terminate this plotting run.
The input data file AMATN, FDATA, C2007, APER 1 and EDA T A
are listed in the Appendix B. If these data are not stored in the
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OISCH FLOWRRTE(CUM/SEC): 	 62.7
LENGTH SCALE(1CM_ X CMl= 	 41339.
t	 VELOCITY SCALE(CM/SEC):	 52.49
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DEVIRTION FROM IR TEMP:	 0.410
EBB TIDE
s
Figure 15. Surface temperature, Anclote Anchorage by modeling
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APPENDIX B
FORTRAN SOURCE PROGRAM LISTING





2. Subroutines Called (in order)
BAYBOT : Reads grid matrices and bottom topography
i	 BAYINI: Specifies initial conditions
READT : Reads data from tape for continuing run
IRREAD : Reads IR data as initial temperature distribution
EQTEMP: Calculates equilibrium temperature
BETA: Calculates surface elevation and vertical velocity in
xya coordinates
BNRTiA: Calculates inertia terms in momentum eq. at interior points
ABNR 3: Calculates inertia terms in momentum eq. on the north and
south boundaries
BVELS : Calculates interior velocities
ASAF3: Calculates north and south boundary velocities
GIVENU: Specifies velocities at discharge point and river mouth
COQ .:V : Calculates convective terms in energy e
't	 9y q
TCOMPT : Calculates interior temperatures
GiVENT: Specifies temperature at discharge point
75
WCAL: Converts vertical velocity in xya coordinates into xyz
coordinates
'	 ANCPR : Prints surface height, velocity and temperature at four
locations at each time step
TPR 1,OK : Main printing program
STORET : Stores calculating results: onto the tape
ZZI: Finds the current direction
F 3. Data Files
i	
AMATN : Specifies marker matrices and elevations
f APER1: Specifies outline of interest area
F	 C2007: Climates data on June 20, 1978, start at 0700
HDATA: High tide data from IR
_	 EDATA: Ebb tide data from IR
LDATA: Low tide data from IR




2. Subroutines Called (in order)
PLOTUV : Plots U, V velocities on different levels
PLOTUW : Plots U, W velocities at different i sections
f
PLOTVW: Plots V, W velocities at different i sections
ECHKON: Plots surface isotherms and surface height
ENDER: Subroutine in ECHKON, for labeling
CONLIN : Subroutine in ECHKON, for contouring
CAPTN1: Writes captions on the plot
CAPTN 2: Writes captions on the plot
76
CAPTN3: Writes captions on the plot
CAPTN4: Writes captions on the plot
CAPTNS: Writes captions on the plot
CAPT N 6: Writes captions on the plot
CAPTN7: Writes captions on the plot
CAPTN8: Writes captions on the plot
CAPTN9: Writes captions on the plot
FIT:	 Fits a parabolar to three points
VECT:	 Establishes the components of a vector
OUTLIN: Draws the outline of interest area
The plotting subroutines PLOTS, PLOT, AROHD, NUMBER, SYMBOL




*FLOW(II.ANCMN	 FOR	 CREATED ON	 14	 DEC 79 AT	 10:41:39
C	 MAIN PRCfiRAM OF ? =D,	 FPEE-SURFACE, HYDROTHERMAL MODEL. 	 FEATURES:	 s,.
Z C	 CTCS
	
6	 CUFOPT-PRANMEL DIF•FERENCING;	 DIFFUSION OF	 T CONSIDERED;
4 C	 KONLINElP.	 TERMS CAN BE INNCLUJED;	 ASSOCIATED WITH PLOT PROGPA14-PLOYMN
f 6 PAPAVETER	 IN=16,JN_14,KN=5,TM=15,JM=137
A
DIMENSION	 U1(IN * JN,KN)	 U2(1N,JN,KN),U3lIN	 JN,KN),V1(IN	 JN,KN/,
NJN
 J , KNI,V3 ( IDJ,JN , I^N),W(IM , JM ,KNI,OM(^M,J4,KNI,FTA^(IM,JMI,
9 CETA(IM,JMI,ETAS (IM ,JM),P.X(INIJN,KN1,RYlIN,JN,KNI,MX(IN,JN),
it CMYIIN,JNI,MAR(IN,JNI,HIIN,JNI,HB(IM,JMI,ELEV(IN,JNI,
11 CUFIIM,JM,KNI,VB(IM.JM,KNI,HUIIN,JNI,HVEIN*JN1,MEX(IM,JM1,
a 12 CMEY(I" JM)
13 DIMEASiOM	 T1(TM.JM,KNI,T2(I"vJM,KN),T3(IM,JM,KN),TCIIM,JM,KN1
14 (JDIMENSION	 AVR(Jv),ANGMI,DTZ(IM,JM),TB(GIM,JM,KNI







19 C**I**CASE NO UNDERTAKING, FOR LABELLING PURPOSE
READ	 2,	 NCASE
21
2? C**2**LN=1 FIRST RUN OF PRESENT CASE;	 )1 SUBSEQUENT RUN
4? C	
READ 2, LN24
25 C**3**KSTOFE=O NO STOPE(TEST RUN),	 =1	 STORE ON TAPE
2's READ 2,	 KSTORE
27 C
CALCULATION, =1 DO V-CALCULATION
2Q ^C**4**READ 2,NOV-i
31 C**5**KTEMF=J NO T-CALCULATION	 =1 DO T—CALCULATION
READ 2,	 KTEMP
k	 33 C
34 C**6**TO ASSURE MBLOK	 CONTINUE, THUS AS COUNTER OF SIMULATION HOUR
3F
READ	 2,	 MBLOK
Cj	 37' C**7**THIS RUN WILL DO NCY*TPRT/360D HOURS OF SIMULATION
39' READ	 2,	 NCY
,Q C
40 C**6**FOR	 HOURLY CYCLE	 TPRT=3600;	 OTHERWISE CLIMOATA 00 LIKEWISE
41 READ	 2,	 TPRT
42, C
43 C*t9**DX Dl GRTV SIZE	 IN CM;	 OS SPACING IN SEGMA	 DIRECTION1.251
44, REID	 2,	 OX,DY,DS
45 C
46 L**30**TIMES TE D ,NWL-TEMPOPAL MWL.AM P LIT,N-S	 PHASE	 DIFFERENCE,
47 C**10**E-W PHASL DIFF 	 PER OX,	 TIDEPERT00, TICE	 SHIFT IN HOUR
4P READ	 2,	 01,STAGE,AMPLIT,PHASE,DPHASE,PERIOD,TSHIFT
*r`	 50 C*11**F'COF=CORIOI.IS FACTOR,TEMPOPAL MWL-ANNUAL MWLIREF. FOR	 SOUNDING)
51 READ	 2,	 FCOR,STAGEI
s e
C**12**THETA=A"JGLE BETWEEN NORTH AND GRID Y-AXIS, POSITIVE CLOCKGISE
5a READ	 2,	 THETA
t	 55 C{	 56 C**13**ALREF=REFERENCE	 HORIZON T AL LENGTH IN CM,	 ROSSBY NO(ESTIMA7ED)
5"" 2,	 ALREF,ROSSBY1
r
!	 5q C**14**RWE7=NO OF HOURS BETWEEN WEATHER OBSCRVATIONS(IN GENERAL HOURLY)
j	 6E READ	 2,	 RWEX
(	 61 C
62 C**15**TZERO=EST. OF THE DAY 	 WHEN THE	 SIMULATION RUN	 STARTS
67 READ 2,	 TZERO
6 4 C
65 C**16**OEN5ITY,VERT EDDY VISCOSITY,VERT 6 HURI EDDY DIFFUSIVITY
66 READ	 2,	 RR,AV,BV,?H
67 C
6 0 C'%*17**INITIAL	 TE"P	 FOR	 TI3 E	 ;.HOLE	 COMPUTATIONAL	 DOMAIN
G° HEAD	 2 9	TI`!IT
70 C
71 WRITE(6,321	 NCASE
7? WRITE(b13)	 L%73 IFIKSTgRE.f0.0)	 6RITEIE,1317F
7 4 IFIKSTORE..GT.01	 WQITE(6,131)
TA PE- 1
76 FOp reT(IX, • DAT/Ai131	 RF.CVRRDEDRONnTAPF	 )
- ?7 WRITE1641	 NCY













83	 15 FORMATI!l 'ALREF=',F12.C,' 	 CM'1
	








S'	 WRITE(6 3841 TRIT
	
89	 384 FOR1'AI(fX,'TIN T=',FID*21
9B72 FORMATIIX, • TZERO= •
 F10.21
	






























ICS	 CALL DAYBOT ( IN,JN , KN,,IM,JM,U1 , U2,U3,V1,V2,V?,W , OM,ETAI , ETA,ETA3,
	







111	 C*018**A DEC IV OF AMATN CARDS OR FILE AMATN IS NEEDED HERE,(ONLY IF LN=11***
	
1I'	 C	 CALL AFYINI(IN,JN,KN,IM,JM,U1,U2,U3,V1,V2,V3,W,OM,ETAI,ETA,ETA3,
	












121	 DO 5CZ I=1,IM
	





125	 GO TC 222
	














134	 C*****IF ANY OF FOLLOWING PARAMET ERS NEED TO BE CHANGED, HERE IS CHANCE
	
13°	 C**19**COR1 BLOCK, NO CONT TOTAL `IME,DT,EST,TIDE DATA..........FOLLOW
	








	141	 C*****IF IF-T IS USED AS INITIAL TEMP, THEN RELIEVE FOLLOWING CALL
	
142	 C*****THEN A DECK OF IR-DATA CARDS IS NEEDED IN IFREAD SUBROUTINE
	








147	 C*******»MAIN LOOP IN HOURCY-STEP, WITH HOURLY CLIMATICAL DATA
	




1151	 C**2C**A DECK OF.NCY CLIMATICAL DATA CARDS FOLLOWS
	
151	 C**20*OEACF CARD RECORDS AIR TEMP,HUMIDITY,WSPEED,WDIR,SORAD Y SURFACE TEMP
	












I6f! IF' IaIND.L	 . 1C0.1CTEN=. 00125 *( YPR*6.21




166 CALL	 EQTEMP ( TAIR,HUMID,WIIID , WDIR,SRAD , TSURFrTDEY,SK,TE01OZXOIPRT164






176 C *****NORTF E SOUTH AMBIENT TEMP IS SINE OF 24 HR PERIOD, O R SPECIFIED
177 TABS=27.0*.2*SIN1.2618*(EST-12.nll
1711 TABN=77.04.2*SIN(.2618*(EST-12.0.11
i 179 C IF(KVEL.EQ.OI	 GO	 TO 61181 C









CALL	 ABNR3 ( IN,JN,KN,IM,JM,U1,U2 , U3,V1,V2,	 W,OM,^TA1,E
	 T,C 189 CE TA, ETA3,RX.RY,MX ,MY,MAR,H,HB,EL£V,UB,VS,HU •HV,MEX,MEY,t	 1S^
191
COUkX,DUMY,DUMS	 DX,CY,DS DT,FCOR,TAUX	 TAUY,G.NCASE,N8LOK,TTOTrCB,
CTIDEIS , TIDS2S•fIDE3S.TIaElN.TIDE2N , TIDE3N,STAGE,
192 CAMPLIT , PHASE,DPHASE ,PERIOD , TSHIFT)
193 41 CONTINUE
19 u CALL 9VELS(IN•JN,KN,IM,JM,U1,U2,U3,VI,V2,V3,W,OM,ETAI,ETA,ETA3,
195
197




ASAF3IIN,JN,KN.IM	 JM,UI E^ •U2,U3,V1.V2,V3,W.OM	 ETA1,CETA,ETA3.RX,PY,Mx.MY,MAR 	 H,HELEV,UB
	 VP,HU,HV M^X.MEY,CB
2013 CDUMX, OUP Y,DUM.S,OX.DY,DS , IIT,FCOR,TAUX,IAUY,G.NCISE , NBLOK,TfOT,
2C1 CTIOEIS , TIOE2S97IDE3S,EST,STAGE $ AV,ITOEIN,TIDE2N , TIDE3N,
Zu g
2{?




2C6 IF(K1EMP.EQ.01	 GO	 TO	 63
2C7 C
ZCA CALL	 CONV(IN,JN•KN,IM,JM,DX,DY,OS 	 T,DUMXIDUMY,DUMS,SK,RR.BV,
F,V2,VA,T2,TC,HQ,HU,HV, OM,ETAI,ETA,ETA3,CP„MEX,MEY,W,OTZ,
CTE9)210
211212 CALL	 TCOMPT(IN,JN.XV IM,JM,DX,DY DS O( 13UMX.OUMY,DUMS,CHB,TC,T1 rTZ,T3,MEX,Mt Y,ETA,CP,TI IR,)TAI •ETA3,IITZ,BV,PM,TAFIN,TABS)
213 CALL	 GIVENT ( IN,JN,KN,IM,JM,U1sU2,U3,Vl,V2,V3 , TlvT2,T3,EST)214 63 CONTINUE215 C216 DO	 ZED	 I=19IM.217 DO	 2C!1	 J=19JM21P21'^ ETXI I	 J)=ETA3(1,J)ETA 	 (I,JI=ETAII.JI
22C 2CO	 ETA(I,J)=ETf3(I,J)
221 DO	 2C;	 I=l;IN22;2 DO 2C1 J=1,JN22,3 DO	 2C2 K=1,K2
22 , U1fI,J,K)=UZ(T,JK122`. U2II ,J,K 1=113(I,J:Kl226 V1ll ,J,K 1=V2(I,J,K )






2'.2 IF(HEX(T•JI.EQ.C)	 GO	 TO	 2C323'_234 OO 2C4	 4=1	 K771 1	 ,J,K1'_I?(T,J,K)23^ T2(I,J,K)=T3tI,J,K)
236 U B 	I•J,K1 = (U2(I , J.K1*U21I * l,JjK))/2.
	237	 VS(I,J,K)=(V2(I,J,K)*V2(LtJ•1,K11/2.
I
3e 204 CcONY NUE




24 1 1	 DTX_ IPRT-T?
	
242	 CALL WCAL ( IN,JN , KN,IM,JM,UI U2 U3,VI , V2 V3, W, OM,ETAI,E7A,ETA3•
















251	 CALL TPRLOK ( IN JNrKN,IM JM , U1,U2,U3,V1rV2 , V3W OM,ETAI,ETX^ETA3,






2 1F5	 GO TC 1000
	
y G6	 861 CONTINUE
	257	 IF1T2.LT.TPRT) GO TO 702
	




26^	 WRITE ( 6 6071 EST TAIR TEO TABN TABS,TAUX,TAUY
	
261	 607 FORMAT(fX,'ESTrTAlR,T^O,TTN,TA (Sr TAUX,TAUY=',SF6.2r2F12.61
	
262	 00 343 I= TM
	263	 DO 343 J=1,JM
	
264	 IF(MEX(I,J1.EO.0) GO TO 343
	
265	 00 344 K=1,KN
	
266	 IF(K.E0.1) TB (I.J,K1=T2( I9J,1(1+((HB (IrJ)+ETA (I,J))*OS/2.)*072(19JI
	
267	 IF( K.EO.KN) TB(I,J , K)=T2(1,J,K-11
	









273	 C£TA MK,!+ YvMAR,H HB,Ue YB.HU,HHV MEX,MEY NCASE.NP_LOK 1TOTrDT,
	















282	 812 FORMOT(IX,-WATER OEPTHS,CM%l
	
283	 DO 813 I=19IM
	
284	 DO 813 J=1,JM
	285	 WAT(I,J)=10.**9
	




2gR	 DO 814 I=1,IM
	
289	 614 WRITE(6 8151I,1WAT(I JI,J=I,JM)






293	 C * r * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
	
294
	 IFIKSTORE.EO.01 GO TO 134
	













3G1	 4 FORM ET( IX, •NCY=• ► 11()1
	
3C2	 5 FORMOTIIX,• •OX= 9 ,F10.0, 9 CM	 OYZ,,F10.C,- CM	 DS=',F10.2,
	
'C a	 7f FORMAT(IX, SFCOR= IF
E O 5 2 f. fEG
PEO 	 SEC-)
	
3Cs	 32 FORM t'T(1X, • NCASE= = , 91.
	






3C9	 703 FORMIT ( iX,1COMPUTATIONS BEING STOPPED BECAUSE OF INSTABILI•TY•l
	31rj
^







*FLOW(1'1.BAY607	 FOF CREATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 09:44:24
'	 1 t»»^* r»^r#+^r#+^i###»*r#»r»»*#w##i^ri*#**wv»#»###^v»*»###»^>M»»#^#i#»#;» ►»#
2 C	 READS MORKER MATRICES E ELEV MATRIX,	 DETERMINES MATRICES	 Ha,	 HU, HV.








DIMENSION	 U1(IN,Jr; aKN I;U2(IN,JN,KNI , U3fINrJN,KNI,V1(IN,JNvKN1
CV2 ( IN,JN,KN)	 V3cIN i,dN,1(N)	 W(IM,JM	 KNI,OMIIM , JM,KNI , ETAIIIM,JM;,
10 CETA(]M,JM),FIA3tiM , JM1	 RXII " I	 JN,KAi1,RYlIN,JN KN1,MX ( IN,JN),
11 CMYtIN , JN),NARtIK,JNI , HZIN,JNj . "P(IM , JM),ELEVlIN,JNI,




16 DO 95	 I=19IN
17
18




21 71 FORM PT( 1X,'BOTTOM ELEVATIONS BELOW:MSL,	 F70/1
22 00	 37	 I=1,IN
2 4 READ	 2	 tE.LEV(I	 JI	 J=1,JN1
NP.ITE(913C1	 I,HLEZfI,JI rJ=1rJN1
25 37 CONTINUE
:6 DO	 iC0	 I=1,IN
2 7 00 1O J=1 JN

















2 9 52 F0l R m ATt1X, • MEX	 MATRTX•)
40 00	 Si	 I=1,I9
41
4:




45 54 FORPOTt1X, • MEY	 MATRIX•1
4F, 00	 5^	 1=1, I.4
4 7 READ	 2,	 (KEYII,J),J=I,JM)




S! 1 FORMIII	 Xj'M.X	 MATRIY•)
57 DO	 926	 I=19IN
57 READ	 2,(N)((19JI,J=1rJM•)
54 iP. IYE(6 , 6CI	 ItIMX ( I,J),J=I,JM1
55 826 CONTINUE
56 WRITEI6,3I
57 3 FORNIT(1X 9 'MY	 MATRIX')
SP 00 4C2	 1=19IM
READ	 'I ,	 (MY(I,J),J=1,JN1
WPi7Cf6	 68)	 I11rSY1I,J1 , J=1,JNI
61 4G2 C014T INUti
62 00	 ICI	 I=1,IIA.
67 00	 1 C1	 J=1,JM
64 IF(MEX(I,J1.E0.0)	 G0	 TO	 101•55 HBtl,J1 =( H(I,J)+H ( I+IrJ1*H(T+1,J411 +H(I,J+11)/4.
66 101 CONTINUE
6 ? UO	 1 C2	 1=1,IN
6 p DO	 IC2	 J=I,JM
IFIM)(I,J).EC.07	 GO	 TO	 102
7^ HU(I,J)=tH(19J)+H(I,J+1)1/2.
71 102 CONTINUE
72 DO	 I C3	 1=1	 it,
73 00	 IC3	 J=1,JN
74 IF(4Y(I,J).EO-G1	 ti0	 TO	 10375 HV`f'I,J)=IHIIIJ1+HfI+1,J1)12.
76 103 CONTINUE77 wRITEt6	 1C'o1
7P 109 FCRMtII	 X, 'ME	 M,ATRI,X•1
82
F'r r..^ ^q rs+-
I
79 00	 110	 I=1 rIM





FORMA T(^X•	 4U MATRIX•)
93 00	 112	 I=ltlN





	 1131FORMATHX	 • HV MATRIX$)
00	 114	 I=i•IM
es 114 WRITE ( 6r30)	 I,(HVtLrJ),J=I,JN1a	 09 2 F,ORP AT	 (	 )
9 1 3C FORM$Tt1X,'I= •	I4	 15F8.1191 31 FORMATt IX, • WATE'R	 I^EPTHS^	 CM•/197
93
40 FORMAT1 .1X^ • I= • 	14^MG.2)

























5	 CETA9 ETA 3,RX,RY * PD X ,MY,MAR,H,HB,ELEV,UB,VE,HU,HVrME%,MEY,
	
6	 CDUMX IDUMY DUMS , DX,DY OS , DT,FCOR,TAUX 9 TAUY,G ,NCASE, ,BLOKtTTOTt






10	 CETA(I"t,iM1,ETA3tI",JM1,RX ( IN,JN . KNI'RYIIN,JN,KNI,MXIINvJN)•




17	 CMEY(7M JM) T0(IP4,JP!*KN,)
	
14	 DIMENSION fl( IM,JM ,KN),.T2 ( IM,JM,KNI973(IM,JM , KNI,TC1IMtJM*KN1
	
IS	 KZ=K N-1
	16	 0  1C0 I=1,IN
	
17	 00 ICO J=1rJN



















	 ^	 DO 2CO 7=1,IM











35	 W11 I .,K 1 =0.
	
37	 OMIT ,J ,K)-7.
	













	 00 4CD I=1,IM
	
47	 DO 4CC J=1,JM
	










S4	 W(I . rKI=ABJ









XFLOW(II.RLADT FOR CREATED ON 7 OFC	 79 AT 10:08:C1
I Cttt^•t+t»»*rt*r»*tr****+► **tt»»trtt*»*t•*t»t»*+»*ttt**»*t*t*ttt»*t*ttt*ttt
2 C	 READS ID HOURLY PESULT STCREO IN TAPE FOR CONTINUE RUN OR PLOTTING
3 Ct»t»*tt»*1»**#»tt»tttt»»ttt*»ttt*tt»**t**»»»t****tt»*»»»t**ttt»»tt tttts
45 SUBRCUTINE	 P.EAGT(IN,JN;KN,I M












35 READ	 (7,EN0=11	 NBLOK














24 CHHV II,JI , J=I,JN1,I=1	 IN),
J . 1	 JNI	 I=1r^N)2 5
26
C'1lHlI,J)
READ	 l7^	 ((Z	 W(1,J,K1,K=I.KN1,J=1,JM),1=1,IM),
27 C(t (UEtI, .1,K 1,K = 1,KN),J ￿1,JM),I = I,IM),










3(• C( fHB tI,J),J=l,JM1,I = 1,LM),37 C(710F.)N(T),I=1,IM1,








- 44 CPERI Cfl
4F READ	 (7,EN0=5001	 AAA
46 WRITE1692)
47 2 F0RMAT(1X,`NO EOF	 AT END OF	 DATA91'
4E NBLOP=-100





	 112)	 TTOT	 NCASE NBLOK
112 FORMRT(IX,`DATA R?AD FA^M TAPE,	 TTOT=`,F1Cf.0,




!*FLOY ( 1),IRREAD	 SYM CREATED ON 6 DEC 79 AT 09:47:52
j	 ^ 1 C*iw**** w*1*#i #*wiw#*wiwii*#*** i*i**w*# i**#wi#***##*w*#* *w#**w*** *w****
? C	 IN THE	 CASE OF STARTING FROM GIVEN
	





5 DIMENSION	 T1(IM.JM,KN)	 T2(IM,JM KN)
t 6 C****+DATA READ FROM ONE OF 	 NE	 (F,H ,E,L)DAIA BY IR ##*# #^s+^• ##w**t*i 00 5!0 J=1 vim
A 550 -	 READ	 2 9 	(T1(I•J,11,I=1tIM)9 2	 FOR11AT(	 1
t	 10 DO 515 J=1,JMk 11 DO	 5 °. 5	 I=1rIM
12- DO 5"3 K=2•KN.
17 553	 TI (I	 :J,K) = TIII vjvI)
14 00	 5E!1 K_1,KN
15 554	 T2(l JK)=T1(IsJvli
15, 555	 CONT NIX













*FIOW(11.EQTE14P SYr CREATED ON 12 DEC 79 AT 20:36:54
	

































*FLOW(1).BETA FOR ( gEATEn ON 4 DEC 79 AT 09:46:12
	
1	 C*s**t#»#*•+»*»#####»t#*#*#»#ii#*ti##*t»####**## »c*t»*#*^i1f#***i#* t**###
	




4"	 SUBP.CUTINE BETA(IN JN,KN,IM.JM U2,V2,OM,ETAI.ETA.ETA3t
	
5	 CHB;HI HV,MFX,NEY,L g 0%,OY,tl5,all
	















15	 K 2-K N-1
	 6.	 DO 910 I=1,11'
	
17	 DO 9C0 J=1.JN
	
















26	 If (I+ EY(I,J1.EO.1) 01=MY(IrJi+ETA(I,J1
	





































*FLOW(11.BNRTIA FOF CREATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 09:48:40
I C**#iii*i*^I+^w*##*i#*###iiii*#*i***#i###i*##*i######i*#i^*ii###i###i*i##




BNRTTA(IN,JN,KN , IM,JM , U1,U2,U3,V1.V2,V3,W , OM,ETAI,56' CETA,ETAS,RX,RY,MX,MY,MAR,H,HBIELEV,UB	 VB,HU,HV,MEX,MEY,COUM%,DUMYIAUY,G,NCASE,NBLOK,TTOT,CBI,DIIMS',DX,OY,OS,OT FCOR,TAUX,
7'
P ' DIMENSION	 U1(IN T
 JN,KN),U2tl'J	 JN,KN1 , U3(IN
	
JN,KNIrVI ( IN,JN,KNI
CV211N,JN , KNI,V3IN , JN,KNI , WIIMrJM,KNI,OMI	 M,JM,KNI , ETAIlIM,JMl,
o
1p
CETAIIHJMI,ETA3tIM,JM),RX(IN 	 JN •KN),RYIIN-, JN,KNIrM%tIN^JN),
CMY ( II,5NI, M AR (IN	 JN1 , H(IN,JN,I,)IN(IM,JMI,ELEV(IN 	 JN1r-
11 CU6(IP,JM,KNI,VB ( fM^JM,KN) , HII(IN ,JN),HV ( IN	 JNI,MXl1M,JM),1.; CMEYt IMrJml
13 KZ=KN-1
14 ABC=CB*OT15 ACE= 10.**(-6 )
i 16 C*****COMPLTES RX AT INTERIOR U-POINTS*****
17 DO	 1C0	 1=2,IM
1P 00	 1CO'J=1,JMJ
IF(MX(I,J).NE.31	 GO	 TO	 100
2^. AH=HLII , Jl*(ETAII , JI+ETA I I-1,J) 1/2.
21 AH	 APAXl(AH,ACEI







Z6 UPAR2= (U2(T,J ,K)+U2 ( I+1rJ,K11/2.27 UBAR1=IU2tI,J,K)*112(I-l,J,K11/2.2 11 DDHUU)=(02*lifBAR2**2)-01*(I1BAR1**2) 1/DX
1 2? IF ( MY(I,JI.E0 . 11	 G0	 10	 304
iC E2=(ETA(I-1,J+11*ETA(IrJ*1)*ETAII-1,J)*ETA(I,J11/4.
31 E1=IETAII , JI+ETA ( I,J-1)*ETAII-I,J-11*ETA ( I-1,J1)/4.











41 GO	 T C	 10642 144 CONTINUE
43 E2=(ETAII-1,J+1)+ETAII,J+II+ETAII-1,J)+ETAII,J))14.4 0 D 2=14 II,J+11*E2
45 D2=ArAXl ( D2,1.)
46 UBAR2=(U2(I,J,K)+U2(I,J+i,K))/2.47 VL'AR2=1V211-1,J+1,K1*V2(I,J*1,K))/2.
4$ DHUVV=DZ*U9AR2*VBAR2/DY40 106 CONT I`1UE
SC IF1K.E0.1)
	
GO	 TO	 10751 A3=U2(I,J,K-I )*IONII,J,K-11+OMIT-1,J,K-111/2.
52 A1=U2lI,.J,K+1)*t O ki (T,J,K+11+OM(I-1,J,K+1))/2.
57 OUOf4!=IA3-A11/DUMS
54 "•	 DUS=IU2(1,49K-1)-U2(I,J,K+111/01)MS






62 RX ( I,J,M 1=DHUUX*DHUV"AH*DUOMS * ll.+SIGI*DUS*DET
61 110 . 00rlTI`'UE
64 1C7 CONTINUE
65 C * * * *'w * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * s *
66 'C** ***CCMPLTES RY	 AT	 INTERIOR V-POINTS*****
67 DO	 2CD	 I_I,TM
6? DO 21D J=29JM
6^• IF(Mv(I,J)-NE.31	 GO	 TO	 2JO
7r AH=H VII,J)*(ETA(I,Jl*ETAII,J-1)1/2.
71 AH=lMAX1tAH,ACE)




































IFl")(I,J).E0.11 r,0 TO 204
E2=(ETA(I,J I+ETA(I+I,JI+ETA(T+1,J-11+ETA(I,J-11)14.

















IF(K.FO.l) GO TO 207














C * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •
RE:TUFN
END
4FLOII(l).ADNR3 FOR CREATED ON 6	 DEC 79	 AT	 10:20:22
1 C*##*#»fw# 1#**#* f##ww** f*w*### f***##*#*#w#*fw**#*##**i#*## #w####ww#ww###
7 C	 AT VELOCITY POINTS ON THE OPEN BOUNDARIES, COMPUTES RX ON Y-
3 C	 fOUNDARY• COMPUTE
	




o C	 TIDE. HEIGHT JUST OUTSIPE











	 DX•OY,OSsbT,FCbR,TAU%	 iAUY,G NC ASE,hBLOK,TTOTrCBs






NI	 U2 ( IN	 JN K1l),U31IN	 JN.KN1 . V1tIN	 JN,KNi
CV?fIF.JN , KNI	 V3iIN,JN	 IN)•l:(lM, SM • Tl),OMf^M,JM,KNI,ETAI(IM,JMj,
r 13 CETAI7 M, JAI,E^A3fIM,JM^,RX(I,	 JN,KIl) , RY(IN',JN , KN),MX ( IN,JN1,la CMY ( ID,JNI , 14.ARLIN,JNI , H(IN,JN19HB41M,JMI,ELEV ( IN	 JN),




17 CTIOEIN ( IM),TIDE2N(IMI,TIOE3N(IM1,
IP. CTIDEIS ( IM),TIDE2SIIM) , TIDE3S(IMI
Io C,SOM451
21j A0CH CH*DT
2? ACE= 1D-**1 -61
23 DO
	 11	 1=3,15
24 TIDE?N(I) =STAGE+AMPLIT *SINf6 . 283/PERIOD*((EST - TSHIFYI -PHASE
25 C-DPHISE*11-11)1
4 25 11	 CONTINUE27 00	 12	 1=2,11
21 TIDEISIII =STAGE4AMPLIT*SIN(6 . 283/PERIOD*((EST-TSHIFTI
2 C-OPHASE*(1-111)zt 12` 
	 CONTINUE
31 C** *f*CCMPLTES RY ON NORTH BOUNDARY OF THE ANCHORAGE*****
32 J=14
3? DO	 ICO	 I=3.1534 AH=H%(I•J)+(TIDE2NITI+ETA(I,J - 1)1/2.




DO 5CO K=1 Kk





	 CONTINUE43 00 210 K=1,KZ
4 u 02=HV(I,J)*TIDE2N(I)







DHVVY=ID'2*fVBAR2»*21-a1*(VBAR1**21)/DY49 DIIUV)=0.5^7 IFIK.EQ.11	 GO	 TO	 207
5 l' A3=V2f1•J,K-llstSOMIK-)+OM(I•J-1,K-11)/L
5? Al=V"e(I•J,K+11*tSOM(K+	 I40MtI,J- l,h+ll)/2.
53 0VOMS=tA3-A1)/0UNS
E4 DVS=IV2(I,J,•K-1)-V2(I,J,K+1)I/DUMS














66 C**»**COMPLIES RY ON SOUTH BOUNDARY OF THE ANCHORAGE*****
67 J-1





71 DE(=(TIDE3S(I)-TIDE1SC11+ETA3(I,JI-ETAI(L9JII/ABC/2.72 00	 6CO	 K =19,KN	 l
77 SIG =- OS*FLOAT(H-1 T














	 <	 '^'^'^'• S	
.<^;	 -e u<,,,..,io	 ass'
f70 D2=H%f1,J14TIDEZS(I)
60 D1=HP(I,J) +E7A(I,J)21S2 V14AR 2=V21 I	 J,K )V!?AR1=(Y2fllJgKl+V2tI,J+l,K11/2.
8? DHVV1=101*(VBARI**21-0i*1VBAR2**211/DY
84 OHUVA=O.
E S IF(K .£0.Ii	 GO	 70	 107
86 A3=V2(1,J,K-11*(SOM(K-1)+OM(I,J,K-11)/2.
87 A1 =V2( IvJ,K+II*(SOM(K +iI+OM ( I,J,K+11)/2.
8.. DVOMS=(A3-AII/ BUM S
84 DVS=IV2II,J,K-1)-V2(I,.J,K+11)/DUNS
91 3.07 CONTINUER
a2 A 3=C .
93 A2=V2(I,J9K+11*(SOM(K+I)*CM(I,J,K+11)/2.





DVS= f3. *V2(I,J , 1)-4a*V21ItJ , 21+V2 ( I,J,31I/D11M597 308 - SIG=-DS*FLOATIK,'i);:^ c














'*FLOWIII.BVELS FOR CREATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 09:51:16
2 C	 COMPUTES U31V3	 AT INTERIOR HALF-GRID	 U= rtf• ;POINTS
? C#*+^#**tw*s*w#*w#ew**#***+A##*w#*rtrt**#*#****'*:^^#*4*w**#rt#w#**#**t#w#*###
'a SUBROUTINE	 BVFLS ( IN,JN,KN, I`I,JM,Ul,U2rU3,V1 , V2,V3 , MrOMrETA1,
5
6




DIMENSION UIIIN JN,KNI,U2(IN JN,KN),U31IN,JN,KN1,VIIIN
	 JN,KN1,
CV2(IA,JN,KN),V3(IN,JN,KNO	 Y(	 9,JM,KN) , OM(IM,JM ,KNl,ETA; ( IM,JM),
11
CETA( IM,JMI,FTA3(IM,JM) RX^IN .1N,KNI,RY(IN,JN KNI,MXIIN,JN1,
CMYIIh,JNI,MAR(IN , JNI,HjIN,Jf4I ,HB(IM , JMI,ELEVIII(aJN1,




17 C*****COMPETES U3 AT INTERIOR U•-POINTS*****
I1 00	 1 C0I=2,IN
1 Q Be	 1CO J-1,JM
2Y'. IF(M)(I,J).NE.31	 GO	 TO	 100
21 •AH=HL(19J)*(E7A(I,Jl*E7A(I'-1,J)1/2.
22 AH=APAX1(AH,ACE1




27 DEF=AOC*AV/(DS**21/AH3/AH2P A 1 =1 ./(1.*OEF1#	 ,9 DEX = IETA(I , J)-ETA ( I-1,J)llDX
!	 3C A4=6 41DEX31
32
p0	 I Cl	 K=l
	
KZ
A2=FC f)R*(VI(I-1,J + 1,K3+V2 ( I,J+I,K) + V2(I,J,KI*VZ(I-IgJ,KII/4.
33 A5=R)II,J9K)/AH
3 ., IFfK.EC.l)	 GO	 TO	 102
3, A6=AI %*fU2(T,J,K+11-U1(IrJ,K)#U2(I,J,K*111/(AH*OSI**2
1 37 GOItPJI01 -
Al*(G1 *U11I,J,K)+G2*ABC*lA2-A4 -A5+A6))
IT 102 CONTINUE
3'19 Ab=2 . *AV*(U2 (I,J,K+1) - U1 f I,J,K 1/2.+ ► H*TAUX * f)S/AV1 / IAN*OS1**74,r U 3 (I ,J, K)=A1* (G1*111 f I,J,K) 4 62*ASC * (A2-A4-A5+A6) 1
q:^ 1 C 0 N7 I ►7UE4! IS O CONTINUE4 , 7 C *	 * » *	 * * * * * * * * *1 * *. * * * * * * * * * * * w * * * *
4 1 12 C*****COMPLTES V3 AT INTERIOR V-POINTS*****
45 00 2CO I=1,IM46 DO 2CO J=2,Jr
47 IFfMV(I,J).NE.3)	 GO	 TO	 20C
4E AH=HVII,J1+ ( ETAII,J) +ETA(19J -11)/2.
49 AH=APAX1(AH,ACE)









57 64=6*1)EY5P. 00	 211	 K=1rK75c B:=-FCOR*(U2(I,J,Kl+U2 (I+1,J,K)+U2(I*I,J-I , K1+U2 ( I,J-1,K)1/4.
6 s:• B S=R I(IrJ,KI/AH
el IF(K .EO . 1)	 GO	 TO	 207
6") Bb=AY*(V2(L,J,K + 11-V1fIrJ ,K)+V2 1 I9J,K-111 /( AH*DS)**2
6u V3 ( 1	
J^KI=Al*(G1 * V1(I,J,KI*GZ*ARC *(82-64-85+86)1
6.` 202 CONTINUE
%	 .66 86=2.*AV*IV2(I	 J,K+1)-V1(Tr•),K)/2.+AH*TAUY*RS/AV)/IAH*DSI**2
^1*67 V3(I	 J, K)= A1 *( V111,J,,K1•f;2 *APC*lP2-84-SS+Bb))201	 CONT I111UE64
69 2CO VINTINUE
7*1 C s * * * w * • * * * * * # * * * * # * * # * # * # * # * * * 0	 3
RETUFN72 END
.	 93
*FLOW(II.ASAF3 FOR CREATED ON 12 DEC 79 AT 13:47:21
	
1	 Cttrr* www*****»*»#»*w*t#**r»#»*#* ►*twiwr*t»*t**»»*r##rttw*rr»**rt*str»r
	
2	 C COMPUTES TIDE HEIGHT AT POINTS JUST OUTSIDE OF OPEN BOUNDARIES, THEN
	
?	 C COMPUTE: THE NORMAL VELOCITIES AT aOUNDARY POINTS.
	
4	 C*tw*r*#w****»#***w*rr## ***#*wt##*w#*t* *i ##* *w##*»»* »r # **r##*#*i»» #ww #»
	
5	 SL'BRCUTTNE ASAF?(TN,JN HN,IM JM.U1,UZ,U3,V1,V;!,V3,1J,OM,ETA1,
	
6	 C[TA,ETA3,RX,RY,MX,t"Y.MXR,H,Hi.ELEV,Uli VB,HU,HV MEX I MEY, CE" •,




9	 CTIDEIN TIDE2N,TIDE3N,AMPLIT, PHASE,DPHASE,PERIOD,TSHIFTI
	




1'	 CEIAf IM, JM),ETA3tI •". JMI,RX ( IN,JN , KN),RY(IN,JKvKM)9MXIIN,JNI,
	
13	 CMYIIl , JN1,MkR ( IH JN) , NIIN,J111,HPfIM , JHI.EIEVIM,JN),
	
14	 CUB{Ir.JM , K1: 1,Y6( IM,JM,K N
J  

















24-	 DG li I=2.11
	
25	 TIDE = S(I)=STAGE+A4PLIT *SIN(6.283 / PERIOD*(( EST-TSHIFTI
	26	 C-DPH ASE* (I-111)
	
27	 12	 CONTINUE
	 8	 C+****CCMPLTES V ON NORTH BOUNDARY**','**
	
29	 J=I4




- FVtI , JI+{TIDE 1NII0 *EIAAII . J-1)I/Z.
AH =HVtI	 J) +( TI0E2N ( I)+ETA ( I,J-1))/2.
?3 AH=AFAX1(AH,10.**(-6)1




34 DEF=R8C*AV/fDS**21/AH3/AH3 4 A1=1 ./f1.+DEF1
4'1 B4=G*DEY
41 DO	 3C1	 K=I,KZ
42 82=0.	 '






B6=AV*tV21I	 J K+11-V1(I,J KI+V2(I	 J	 K-111/(AH*DS1**2
V3(I.J,KI= AI* I GI* Yi(I,J,KI+G2*AP,C	 -84-85*86)1•(A2




66-2.*AV*(V2(T	 J K+1)-V1lI,J K1/2.+AH*TAUY*DS/AV')/(AH*DSI*+2





-7 C*****UPGAIES	 TIDE HEIGHT****#
54	 DO 1: I=3,20
55	 T IDE 1N( I )=TIDE2N' ( I 1
56	 13	 TIDE 2441)=TIDE3M4T)
57	 C*****COOPLTES V ON SOUTH BOUNDARY*****
5°	 J=15 .
	DO 1 C0 I=2911
6^	 kH1=FV(I,JI#ITIDEIS ( II *ETA I(I,J)1/2.
61	 Ah=H%(I,JI+(ITOE2S(II*ETA(I,J))/2.6?	 A H_A PAX I (,all 10.** 1 - 61)'




6 7	 0EF=eRC*AV/tOS**21/ aH3 1AH{•F	 Al=1. / tl.+DEF).60	 6'4=G *f)EY
7S	 00 4C1 K=1.,KZ
71	 82=0.
7?	 B5=R1(I,J,KI/AH




V3f I 'J,K )=Al * fGl*Vl fi,J,K 1+G2*ARC + tB2-84-95+8611


























*FLOY)I).GIVENU SYM CREATED ON 14 SEP 79 AT 17:47:43
	
1	 C*****SPECIFY VELOCITY AT OISCHARGE,IN7AKE,ANO RIVER HEAD*********.
	2	 S'IiBRCUTINE GIVENU( IN, Jh,:iN, IM,JM,Ul,U2,U3,Y1,V2,V3,T19T2rT39CE'ST)
4	 DIMENSION VIIIN,JN,KNI,V2IIPI,JN,KN1•V31IN,JN,KN1,
	














12	 U_!LI593,K)= 5.—Z. *CO5(6.2832/12.5*PEST-7.62511
	








*FLOYf)1.CONV FOR CREATED ON 14 DEC 79 AT 10:43:57
	
)	 Cwrwwww***r****»w*w»www***w*w****r****ww+*****ww***»****»****w*w****w**
	2 	 C COPPUTES TC-THE COPVECTIVE TERMS OF T-EON, AT T-POINTS.
	
3	 Crwr^ww^ *+ 1+»*a****rwt**r***w»»w *+*rs*»»»ww»****wry*r****rt**ww *e****w
	





	7 	 DTMEASION U2(IN , JN.KNI,V2GIN,JN•KN) , U6(IM J M ,KN),wBlIM JM,KNI,
	
N	 cT2fIfP JM,	 ) 
E^ 










113	 HK=S V/ IRR*RV 1
	
14	 DO 1 CO I=1,IM
	
15	 DO 1C0 J=1rJM
	
1¢	 IF(M-EX(I,J).EO pp) GO TO 100
	
III	 AH-.HE ( I,J)+ETAII,J1
	
18	 0ET IETA3(I,J)-ETA1(I,JI) /AP,C
	







	23	 D2=H% ( I,J+1)+(ETA ( I,J+1)+ETAII.JII/2.
	
24	 II1F ( MEY(I,J).EE0 . 2) 02=HVfI , J+i)+ETA(I,JI
	




2R	 00 11C K=3,KZ
	
29	 UR_(LT+j,J K)+UjfI+1,J K+11)/2.
	
0	 UL=(LflI, ,Kr+U2( ,J,K+1j)/2.
	
31	 T R = T 2 (I IJ,K 1






36	 VR_IV7_(I ► J+l,fi),IY7.(I,J+1,K+11!/2.
	' 7	 VL=(V2fTrJ,K)+V2fI,JvK +1))/2.
	




IF ( M C Y(^,I.NE . 2) TR=fT2(I,J,K)+T2lI,J + 1,K11/2.
	
40	 TL=T2(I,J,K1


















5^	 DTS= (TR-TL 1/DS










,#FLOWII)OCOMPT FOS CREATED ON 1 APR 80 AT 14:29:38
1	 C*#^tt^h##t#i# i*t**#*###t*#*#######i*t#t###+#*#t^. #*Ai##yr*#t#**#it**^#####
2	 C COMPUTES T3 BY CTCS+OUFORT-FRANKEL SCHEME TO INTEGRATE T-EON
x	 Ci*rM;+My4tf#i#*t#t*######t#t#####ilit##i*#t#ttttlr##*###wtt#4yttr#+tttt ►4
4	 SUBROUTINE TCOMPT11P JN KNrTM,J w DX OY D g OT,DUuMX DUMY,t1UMS,
r	 CHB I TC,TIr72 1 T3,1'EX , M^Y,^TAiCB,TA R,t<TA^,EfA3 , 0T2 9 VvRH,TASN,TABS)
6	 OIMEDSION TC(It;,.I",KN),T1(IM,JM^,,KNI,T2(IH v JC,KN),T3fIM , JM,KN$v
7	 CHBII^,JM) , MEXII-,JMI9ETACIM , JMI9ETAI ( IM,JM 19ETA34IN,JM)
fl	 DIME N SION DTZ ( IM,JM),MEY(IM,JMI9	 K Z=K A-1
in	 ABC=CT
11	 DO iC0 2=1,IM
12	 DO 1C0 J=1,JM
Its
	
AH=HE ( IIJI^ETAIIrJGO TO 100






21	 DO 2CO K=I KZ
22	 IF (MEXII,JD-EQ . 3)D2TX =( T2(Is1,J,K)+T2(1-1,J ,K)-2.*T2 ( I,J,K1)2:	 r/ (OX a*21
2 4 	 IF(MEX ( I,J).EO . 1)V2TX =(T2fI+1,J,K)-T2tI,J , K1)/tDX**23
2S	 IF(MEX(IrJI.EO.?. ) 02TX = 1T2(I-1,J , K)-T2(I,J,K)1/(DX**21
27	 CIF(M E
YljrJ)-EO . 3102TY =(T2(I,J +1,K1+T2 ( I,J-1,K1 -2.*T2(TsJ,K))
2?	 IF(MEYII,JI.EO.IIO2TY =( T2lI,Jt1,K) + TABS -2.*T2(1,J,K11 /(DY**2)
3^	 IF(K.E^I111GEOT2
)SyTY=(TZII ,J-1,KI +TABN -2.*T2tI , J,K11/(DY**21
31	 IF(K.EG.KZ) GO TO 51




37	 BAR1=T2(1 J,K+I)-T1(I J,K)/2.+DS*DTZ(I,JI
• P 	 B'AR2 = - TCtl,J,K )+AAC *BIRI -ACC *(02TX+02TY )
3 a	 7 3(I ,JrK )=DEG*(AH*T2(I ,J,K)+ABC*BAR2) /AH3
40	 GO TC 200
41	 51 CONTINUE
42	 BARI =-T1 (I 4,K 1/2.+T2I I,J,K-1 )










AFLOY(IleGIVENT SYP CREATED ON 6 F)EC 79 AT 10:22:1111
	
C*****SPECIFY T MPERATURE AT DISCHARGE ANO RIVER HEAD*****************
SL6P• CLITIN GIVENT ( Ik9JN ; KNr2MrJ`^rU1rU2rU3rV1,V2,V3,T1,T2,T3•
4	 CDIME M ON V1(INrJNrKN)rV2(INrJNrKN)rV3(IN,JN,KNIr
5	 CTIIIPrJ" KP:I T21I°rJMrKN) T3(IMrJMrKN)
b	 Cr((1(IN r JNrKNjrU21INrJNrKNjrU3 ( I ,JNsKN)
7	 DO'2{D K=1rKN
s	 . s•. e n u. P w w ..	 .. .. u.	 •. a ... r w r_ ...
yF
*FLOWCII &WCAL FOR C OEATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 11:35:41
7-
	 CALCULATES ACTUAL VERTICAL VELOCITY W
•e 	 C*+Fr*r<**** r*+*****f**rtr^*** ^^********#*s+►*r********r**e* *#****#**** r*s*+► *
SUBR,CUTINE WCALIIN,JN,KN,IM,JM,U1,U29U3rV1 9 V2rV3 W,OM,ETAI,
	
S '	 CEtA,E1A3•RX,RY,t"X,MY,MAR H,HB ELEV,UB VB,HU,HV ME^X,MEY,
COUMX,DUMY,DUNS,OX,DY,DS,aT,FCSR,TAUX,fAUY,G,NCjSE,NSLOK,TT07)
o	 OIMEISION U1(IN,JN,KN)rU2CIN,JN,KNI,U3(IN JN,KNI,V1tIN JN,KN), 	 1
CV2(IA,JN,KN1 V3(IN,JN KN) WIIMrJM,KN1,OMt1M,J",KNI•ETA I (IM,JM),










14	 00 ,9C0 I=1,IM
15	 00 9c0 J=1,JM
	







	 I'F ( HE)((I,J) . EO.3	 GO TO 15
2G	 IF(MEX(I,J).EC.11 GO T'0 1
	
21	 IF0AEX(I,J).E0.2) GO TO 2
	













29	 DAHX =( HOtI+1rJl + E2-14UI I*J) -fl)/CIX
	
3r	 GO TC 3
	










$7	 3 IF(MEYlI,J1.E0.31 GO TO 16
	
'F.	 IFIMEY(IrJ).EQ.11 60 TO 4
	





42	 DA, HY=tHB ( I,J+1I + ETAI,I,J+1)-HB(I,J1-ETAII , J)1/DUMY










47	 DAHY =( HV(I,J + 1)+E2-HV ( I,J)-Ell/DY



















5A	 444 CONT INJUE
	
So	 9CG Cr,NT 1NUE
	
r7	 R ETU FN
	
61	 ENO`
*FLOW(l)9ANCPR FOR CREATED ON 3 DEC 	 79	 AT 20:16:46
l ^C**»*****•4***»*w*ww*t»**w»w**w***»t**»***»yw*»t»»•ww»»»**»tw**t**» *s*,:r
2 C	 PRINTS	 ETA, RESULTANT VEL.00ITY, AND T	 AT	 4 FIXFD	 LOCATIONS CONTTNU-'






ANCPR(IM,JM ,KN,U9 , VB,E,TTOT R,TH T21
OIME^SION U8(IM ,JM,KNI,VB ( IM,JM,KNI,E ( fM,Jl'	 T21IM ,JMPKN1ppc
UBt6plellU=
9 V=VB 16,1,11
10 X l=S CRT(U**2oV**21
12 1=Laa 4fTH4geQ'ZED)

















-: 2p Z 3=0 4( TH*ZED )
2 Q 1F(Z2.LT.O.)	 Z3=234360.3 11 S3=E 19,12131 TM3=12(8,12911
32 U=U8414,991)'3? V=VB 114 ' 9, 11










CS4	 X 11 Z4,TMq
1 FOAM	 I1X F7.0 2F6.1,FS.0,3F6.1,FS.0,3F6.19FS.C,F6.19
C2F6.1. Fs.^,,F6.i1
44 RETUFN4° EGO




	 79	 AT	 11:31:18
1 C*wtw*#a#ww*iw***i***###w**w#**##*w*w#**i****wiw#**w#*#**ww**w****ww #*i
2 C	 PRINTS	 CUT HOURLY RESULTS OF HORIZONTAL RESULTANT VEL, W-VEL, AND T
3 C	 Al 4	 LE%ELS, OND THE SURFACE ELEVATION ETA





TPRLOK(III! ,Jh,KN,IMJ9,.U1 9 U2,1)3 9 V1,V2,V3 , W	 OM	 ETA1,
CETA,ETA3,RX,RY,MX,MY,MAR'N,HB LEV,UB VB,HU,HV MEXM^Y,^2




OIMENSION U1(IN•JN , KN) 9 U2 ( IN	 JN ,KNI,U3(1N JN , KNI,V1 ( IN	 JN,KNI
CV2' ( IN,JN,KNI,V3 ( IN,JN , KN),WfIM , JM,KNIVOMl^M , JM,KN)XETAi l IM,JM;,
11
1?
CETA ( IM,JMI,ETA3tIM ,JMI RXIIN	 JN KNI ,R(IN,JN,KNI,MX!IN,JNI,
CMYII f5 •JN1,AP. ( IN,JN I,HZIN,J^)
I
,Hl;(IM,JM) , E^.EV(IN,JN1,








2r IF(KVEL.E0.0)	 GO TO 88
F 21 IFIKLV.EO.01	 GO	 TO	 20022 DO 2 K=1,K7
23 WRITE ( 6,SCC1	 K
24 DO	 3	 1=19IM
25 WRITE(6,5011	 I,(U°LI,J,KI _J=1^JR1
26
"
3 WRITE ( 6,502)	 ( V9(I,J,KI,J-1,JM)
27 2 CONTINUE
2e 200 CONTINUE
29 00	 11	 K=1,KZ
f	 30 WRITEf6,7601	 K
31 00	 12	 I=1,IM
32 DO I	 J=1,JM
34
l
) 10(}1 AEG(	 *r +9




















jI 47 11	 CONTINUE4949 DO 4	 K=1 KZWRIT E(6,9C• 31	 K
°f: 00	 5	 I=19IM
51 5 WRITEt6	 504)	 Tr(W(1,J,K),J=I•JM1
52 4 CO&TINU^
53 'WP.ITf16,505)
54 :DO	 6	 Ic
 1 4 1M
^CGI5556 WNITFf6	 Tv(ETA(I	 JJ,J=1,JMlIF(KFPU El.01	 GO	 TO 200
57 WR1TE(6,5C81
cq GO	 IC J=1rJM
^9 WRITE(6,6t4)	 J6^ DO	 11C	 K=1	 K'61 WRITE ( 6,5671	 K, ( U8fI,J,K1,I = l,l4l
62 10 CONTINUE
63 WRITE(6,SO9164 00	 21	 I='-1	 IM6566 WRITE(6j,'661)	 I0,0	 2C	 K',-1rM2
67 WRITE (6'r507)	 K,fVI(T,J,K),J'1,JM)61 20 CONTI , UE
6 0 100 CONTINUA
7C 88 CONTINUE71, IFtl(IEMP.EQ.Gl
	
GO	 TO	 89
72 DO 31	 K=1,KN
7.3 WRIIE(6,5511	 K74 550	 FORM ATf1X, • TEMPFRATIIRES•	 DEG	 C.	 K=•9.24175 C0	 3:7f• IFfK.E0.11	 WRITE16, 5521
	
1	 T2fI,J,Ki,J=j,JM1
77 IF(K.r,T.1)	 WRITER	 SSI I	 I•I7241,J,81,a_I, it,
 1
7 q 32 CONTINUi.
102
a
A 'fR'."."^"'-'^1rr!"l^'r+fvm+-.....n +---w•.. ..,.-.o,.-..-,n. 	 .. ,. q........^	 ^.. ,., ..H ..^	 p e
r
t
70 552 FC	 NA1(1X,•I=•,I4,•	 TEMP=•,14F7.2//1
8!' 551 F 	 M AT( IX, • I= • ,I'4, • 	TEMP=•, 15F7.21
81 31 C^ONT INUE
82 89 CGNTINUE
93 -500 FCRMAT(1X,'U,V VELOCITIES,	 CM /SFC,	 K=09I4/1





88 SC5 FCRMAT(1X,`SURFACE ELEVATIONS,	 FTA,	 CM•/l
A9 506 FONMATt1X, • I= • ,I4, •	ETA=•114F7.1/11
9r SC7 FCRMAT(IX,`N= •	I4	 iSF8.	 3
91- 508 FCRMPT(1X, • VERfIC^L PROFILES	 OF'U	 VELOCITIzES•/







FORM ET(11HC, • J= • ,	 4//














*FLOWf1I.STORET FOS CREATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 11:22:36
	
2	 C STORES FOURLY RESULT ONTO TAPE FOR LATER RUN OR PLOTTING
	






6	 CTIDEIN,TIDE2N TIDE3N T DEIS,TIDE2S,TIQE3S,STAGE,EST,
	
7	 CAMPL IT PHASE ,ISP ME,I E IODI
	
°	 DIMENSION U1(IN JN,KN) U2(IN JN,KNI,V1(IN,JN , KN) V2 ( IN,JN KNI,
	
Q	 CW(I.M,JM,KNI,ETAi(IM,JMf,ETAIIII , JMI,MXIIN,Jh1 , M"fIN,JNI.,MAiF(IN , JN 1,	 -
	
IV	 CH (IN ,JN I ,HP (IN,JM ),l1B (IM,JM,KN) ,VB f IM,JM,KN ),
1	 CHUlIA JN),HY(IN , JN),MEX(IM JMI MEYlIM l JMI TSIIM JM,KNI
	
12	 0111 101 T11IM,J `1,KNI,TIDE^1N(, "r1TI0t2NlfM1,TIaE3NfIM1
	




15	 WRITE 181 NBLOK
	16	 WRITE ( 8) ((IU1'(I,J,K) , K_1,KN1,J=I,JNI,I=i,'IN),
	
17	 ClltU2 ( I,J,K ► ,K = I,KNI,J = I,JNI , I=I,INI
	








2122	 C11MY( T IJ)#J = IsJNIrI =1rIN),
	
23	 CitHUIT,J),J=I,JN),I=1r IN) ,




26	 WRITE (8) (ft W (I,J,K), K =1,KN),J=1,JMI,I= I TM1,
	 7	 Ct((UE ( I,J,K),K=1,KN),J=I , JMI,I = I,I.1,
	
2P	 CILIVE ( IsJrK) , K=I,KN1,J-1,JMl,I = I,,IM)^
	
2 0	C(l(TIfIrJ,K),K=I,KN),J=1rJMl,I=I,IM1,
	3^	 Cl((T2 ( I,J,KI,K = I,KNl,J=1,JMl'I=1,IMl,
	
































47	 112 FORMAT(1X",ATA RECORDED ON TAPE,	 TTOT=•,F10.0,
	
40'







I FOR MATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 11:39:05
***DETEFMI'JES THE ANGLF. OF RESULTANT VELOCITY s++•*•
SUORCUTINE ZZ1(UsV,ZED)









	 SYM	 CREATED ON	 25	 aPR	 79 AT	 10:28:45
1 U'a	 I	 1	 0	 0,1	 1:110:U




1 , 1,1 : 1 ,1,1
1:11 9 1 7 1: 1 9 lil	 1 '	 ''. 
IItlll
1 io	 111	 1 	 1 11,
 1, 1	 1	 1	 1,1:1.1 I	 	 	 1	 1	 1	 1




C	 0	 0:0-0I	 P	 I	 a	 1	 , 1	 0	 1.011.091.091	 1	 1	 0	 1	 a	 1:09012. 9 11.96.C 9 8.0	 3.0,3.C,5-0,5.0,3.0,2.0,2.0,2.092.0,4.0201 4	 0,5.097.0
21 IO.:S.gvg.Cw8.G:l( 3 6:9:C•9:0:9*098-096.0,4-0:6:097.0,8.022 9.0	 9.0,8.C,B.0 9.	 2	 0,9 0	 8.0 t 8.0,7.0 9 6.0 9 7.00.0	 9.023  7	 0,8.0:9.ci7.0:7.U:7.C:7.0:7. 0,8•.0,8.0, 8.0,9.0,8.07.0,	 524 S*G	 0	 5	 C 5	 0	 30 9 3	 0,5 098	 080:7	 G7:nv7-0,]132E
a	 4	 0:2	 a	 7.G,8.0,8.0,7o0,7.0,7.0,8.026, 3 Q	 4	 0,3	 c's	 0:2:0:-122:0:3:0:2:c	 4:0	 4	 0	 1:	 : 0
 :
C
27 0 6	 a	 7:C:7:0:7:t]:S.a2*0	 2	 C 4.94:0 3.0	 2	 .	 :,,7:,,R,7,,:rj,:7	 .	 7	 0	 7	 0	 7.0
2° 1,13	 1.0.1.	 , 3. 0 , 
4	 G	 2.0	 2 U	 Z.0v6.G,7.0q7.Oq6.0v7-0,6*o
3c 1,3-393-C93oOt3.Li ^o..Oli-0,2.0,6.G,3: 0,3	 0 , 4.0,4.094.0:1;13
12,




35 3,3,393	 73 9 "-- 93,393,393,3,337 3v3s3q3v3#.-- ,3j3,3,j,3,3,?,
3P 3	 3	 3	 3 3	 ?	 3,3
1 
3v! 9 3	 3,3
39 3113:3:3:? :3,3	 73: 3	 3,,3	 3,3
4P 3,3,3: 313, 2.3,3,3:3,3,3,3
41 3:333,3v3v33333 3 4 2
 
3, 3. 3 , 3,_ ,3,3,3,3 , 3.3:, 3 4! 292,2,3939293,313,393,39344 GvG,0,3v292,3,3v3q3,3,3 1 34S 090919290 , Cv29393,393,31346 1j1,2jGv0vCjGw2,3,3,3,3,3
47 Z92tolof C9070929292,2,2091,2	 0,091,2,0,04n 3	 3	 3	 2 G,G3:22:''3:	
1
lv3:3, :2
193393	 3	 3	 3:3:.:3	 25(! 33
, 3 51 1:3,3,3 :3: - ,3:3 , 3 . 3 1 3 ,31 2 5? 1:3:3:3:3,!:3:313,3,3,3 	 2
53 1	 3	 3	 3	 31 2, 3	 3, 3, 39 3, 3, 2
5a 113,3,3,3, 29393,3939393,255 1,3:3,3^2093333,3	 2
56 1,3: 3.3, 3. --3,393,3.3. 3:3:2
57 11313,3:3:'2 ,313:   3,3:3,3. 2
5F 1	 3: 71, 3	 3, 2:3:3:3.3:3,3.2
S ,c CtL,C,1,39 -* ,3,3,393t3,3,2
&0 LvL,I,Z	 C W c V I	 3	 3:3,3	 3,26,1 3,3:3,262 1vZq0qC,C ► C,Q,0,1,3,3,3,2
V CVG , Ggl	 1	 0	 a	 0: 1	 1	 a to614 Itlil , 3 : 13:?:1:1:1	 Z3:090
6° 3930931392l, 393,3*393,191
66 393	 331 3, i	 3,3	 33,3,3,3
6, 7 3: 313,392:3,313,3,333  
F 3,3,3..3,3,'_3:3.3,313.
      , 3
69 313333,	 :3939173v3,393
7 1: 393,393	 39 i93,3,393,3,3,3
71 393,3r3939 2,3#	 939393,3933^3 1, 393,31 -, : 3 	 3 , 3, 3 1 3 	 3	 3
7 393933939 1
	
3 , 3 , 3 ' :313,3:3?b
    393212 9 2: 3 ,3 • '- 1 3 : 3 131 3,3:
75 09G,1,3929 21393,393 , S• 3,3
7e 191,39209C92930,393,3,377 393v 2#G9CtCv09Zv3,3,3,3,3




E, 1, 3, 3,3,3,_,3.3^3^3,3.2.0,0
all 1,3.3•3r3 ♦?,3,3 3.3.3,3x3,2
8!e 19 3 9 39 3 9 3•?,3.3,3.393,39392Bit 193, 3r3r3r'_r393,3.31392
84 193, 3r3r39!v3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2
8.S 1.3.3.3939:,3,3.3.3,393,3x2






















2^_ 16,921 16,14Z2 3,14
23 3,12






















+PLU•L11.HUATA SYM CREATOON 17 MAY 79 AT 15:38c59
	
1	 17.C,..-	 a,; T.0r27.1,i7.0r27.Ur27.:Z7.L'r:7..r'e7.0927.0,i7.C,27.C,27.0,27.0
	






6	 17. 11,i7. U,27.C,27.0,27.C,27.C,27.C,27.0,27.L,17.u,27.3,27.6,27.0,c7.0,27.0
	
E	 27.C,Z7.C, 27. C,Z7.0,'17.C,27.U,27.G,27.U,27.,j,27.U,27.3,ZB.U,c7.C,21.U, 27.0
	
7	 17.C, 27.0, 27.U, c7.0,Z7.;7r27.U,47.0,27.Or27.L,Z7.0,2T.3r28.Zs29.C,29.t,29.b
	
8	 .17. U, c'7.0, 17. L',27.C,27.G,Z7.G,27.02'1.0jp27.L,27.C,Z7.1#27.t,2P.21Z9.t,29.6
9 27 C,27	 Z7. U, 27.0,c7.4,Z7.T,28.4^Zda5
	
IC	 i7.C,17.U,ZT.0,27.0,27.U,27.0,27.0,27.U:Z7:L 17.Jr27.0,27. - 27.6 28.39ZB.2
	
11	 27.0,27.Ur 27.C,!T.G,27.C,2T.U,27.C,21.00 L,27.C,21.0,27.Cr27.4,20.2,27.8
	
12	 1T.C,.'7. Gr 7. C, 27.0 27C,27.U, 7.O,iT.0^^7.i5,27.U,27.0,i7.0,T.0 27.5,27.3
	









i	 J*FL06411.EOAiA SYM CAEATC.0 OR IN JAN 80 AT 13:1C:5C







p	 21.C927.U927.C,Z ,ZvZ7.C,21.G27._^,2t.L:,[7.i,27.4,27.5,27.6 27.5,27.0,27.0
	









9	 :7L',Z7.G,Z7.G,27.J,27.C,27.0:27:0,27.0927 t, 27.b,20 5, 29 2. 294,29.0,2?.7
	
lC	 e7%) 27.U,27.0,27.U,17.S 1 ,27.C,27C,27rC,27.L,27.2r27.e,za 7 9 28 8,28.7127.7
	





















27.C,27 .:. ♦2 	 27 .
27.0




*F LOW (11.LUATA SYM CREATFO ON 10 VAY 79 AT 13.58:37
127.C927.U,27.0 ► t'l.0,27.0,2l.L' 927.C,Z'l.0,c7 . C,27.U , 27.G,27,0 , 27.r) , 27.U,27.G
2	 27.C, 27.0,Z7.C ,27.C,27.0,27.U,27.0927.J,27.L ► 27.U,27.Or27.0,.27.0,27.0 ► 27.0
3	 2'1.C,27.u,27.L,27.0,27.2,Z7.2t27.2,27.2,27.L,27.0,27.C,2'7.0,27.E,27.E,27.0
4	 Z7.(1,Z7.Cr27.C,27.C,27.?,27. 7 ► 27.E,27.^9 Z7.1 ,27.4927.4,t7.5r27.7,27.U,27,05	 27.L,27.i;,.7.C,17.C,27.3,27.E,27.7.17.•3,27.8,Z7.7,27.E,77.E.27.C,27.U,27.0
E	 27.U,Z7.U,27.U,Z7.7,Z7.2927.E,17.S,i1..J,2E..s23.2,2P..4,2U•Er27.C,
7	 27.L,."7.C927.C,Z7.0,27.0 ► 27.S,2e.1,Z0.4,2E.:928.7,29.1,29.!1,29.0930.2930.2
E7. C,27.C,^7.Cd 7 . 0 ► 27C,'c7.3 9 26.0,ib.5,iS . L•y	U29 . 4,29.9,_.0,3C . 1,3U.2r3U.2
S	 27.L9e7.U, . 7.U9.7 . U,27:0927. U,27.'r1b . i ►eE.E929 3r29.5,.Y.7r29 . 2,28.5,28.0
10	 i7,G,27.U,27.C,27.0,27.C,27.Ur27.0,27.3,2E.4r23.5,22.7,26.4,28.2r18.0, 27.8
11	 27.L,27.C.927•C9c7.0927.C,27.0,17.0,?7.Ur27.1917.6,27.8,27.6,27.5,27.4,27,3
11	 c7. L,27.Us27.0,tl.0,27.C,27.U,ZJ.C,c7.G,27.U,27.Z ► 7.7.4,s7.3,27.Zr17.t,27.]
13	 27.U,21.u917@OvZ 7.tir27.?,77.urZ7.C 9 ss7.;,27.i:,27.Cr27.C,27.C,27.C,i7.0 27*0
lit,
d
I4FLU»tl1.FUATt SYM CRLAiED ON' 20 JUN 60 AT 10:07:1b
1	 27.L9i/.J9i7.09c7.09.77.Ore"1.Cr27.Ori7.3.27.L,27.0127•0127.O127.Cr27.0r27.2
e	 21. Lr27.Cre7. Cr1T.^r27.CtZ7.Ur^7.Dt27.Or27.^t27.J9?7.Gr27•U927.Ot27.e927.2
37:Lv2 l.Je27.Ur 7.j2 7.Ci7.Gr27.0.27.Jr27.L,27.Ur27Q.27•Cr27.3r27.3r27.0
4	 27FjZ7,ita"7o0,27.Jr17.C:77.L"127.0•s"7.0927•u•27.2r27:3.27.4r27.4,27.Or27,0
5	 c7.L'9 c"7. G• 27. DtZ7.0ti7.Cr21.Ct4"7.C927.Jti7.iri7.3r27.49?7.4927.0.27.0,27.0
L''	 27..92t.J9i7.Utc7.Jr27.OoZ7.092!.0921.0*2794927.5r27.9,,7oet27.C927.0927.Q"7	 17.ur27.Jr27.Ut27.Ur27.C97'1.Cr27.Ct21.Jr27.St27.7r28.3r2tl.7928.7r29.5r29.5,^'F,	 c7.Lr21.C.27. C9d7. Jr27.Cr21.C91/.C9i1.Q9c7,..927.tlt28.5929.1rZ9.3r29.,5r29.5
9	 27.CtZ1.L927L'9ci.792T.0927.ur27.0 21.Or27•Lr47.er28.3r2q.9.29.1928.-997.,7.
10	 c7.J927.Us27:Ir:l.09iT.0927.Lr27.09279U9^T,L'921.497.7.6 tZN.c92A.Or27.6927.•111	 c1 L,27.k; '7:C:27.0v27:G 9 27!.a Z7.Gt21.ur27•Ut27.1,27.5,27.7t27.Et27.3r27.0
12	 27• E92 7. 1:.aT• 02T. OrZ7.^9?7.Ur27.097.0927.Ut2T.Ur^7.1r27.2r27.2r27.OrcT.O
13	 27.::921.0x27.Jr17•Jr[7.0927.ur27 C9c7.C927•L927.L'rc7.Os27.G92T•C92T•0g27oO
i*FLOW(11.PLOTPN FOF CREATED ON 11 DEC 79 AT 18:30:09
	
1	 C###t+##t*^(t#e###'*#*r#*#**####**#t**t+#t#**##t####*t**#ttt**#t**t#t#t*##
C MAIN PRCGRAM FOR ANALYSING AND PLOTTING THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY ANCMN
	
3	 Ct#***###1+#t# *## t########* t*#####*#*#t** s #t#######*i*####**#*# *t#t ##s#
	M 	 PARA , METCP. IN=16 , JN=14 9 KN=S,IM = IS,JM = 13,NCN=3I,MCY=15
	
5	 INTECER RGP.ID	 i
	E 	 DIMENSION IRUF ( 1000) , TL(41,TH ( 41,TI(41,011MCY) , 02(MCY),Q3lMCY),
	
7	 C.04(MCY),OS(MCYI TA1141
	P 	 DIMENSION IPLOT(5I9,NPLOUT (MCYI , NSTANO(MCYI
	
9	 DIMENSION UIIIN , J49KN),U211 ►!,JN,KN) , V1(IN,JN , KNI,V2IIN , JN,KN),
	
3G	 CWIIM JM , KNIrETA1(IM,JMI,ETA ( IM,JMI , MXIIN , JNI MY ( IN,JN),
	
11	 CMAR ( IN,JN"" ( IN JN1,HB ( IM JMI , UP(IMIJM,KN A IMIDCW(4/,
	
12'	 CV911F, JM,KN•),HUl IN,JNI,HV(IN,JN),MEX(IM,JI01,MEY(IM,JM/
	
13	 DIMENSION T1fIMrJMSKNI , T2fIMvJM,KNI , TBfI,MiJM,Y,NI
	14',	 DIMENSION TIDEI N( IMI,TIDE2N(IHI,TIDE3N1M 1 7 1P fIM JMs4I
	
15	 DIMENSION TIDEIS ( IMI,TIDE2SI	
j
IMI ,TIDE3SIMI QGRIDII J JM1
	
16	 DIMENSION XX(NCN),YY ( NCNIvETALIMC FLV) , ETAH f ViY),ETA'INf(MCY)
R,












21	 READ 2,(TI(I1,I=1 NIR1
	
22'	 READ 2,(TII I,,I=^,NIRI
	
4	 READ 2^l02tllrl =19NIR)	 I
	
25	 READ 2,(Q3fI ) rI=1,NIR1
	
26	 'READ 2, ( 041I),I = I1N1R1
	
27`	 READ 2,(05(I1,I = I,NTR1
	
2E 	 READ 2,06
	













!E	 READ 2r OX,DY
	
37,	 DO 9 NC=I,NCN
	
'P;	 READ 2, I,J





4:	 2 FORMAT ( 1
	 i













































6 7	 WRITE(691CO) XSC,YSC,ZSC
	
6P.	 1CC FORMAT(1X,'XSC= 1 ,F1?.Z,'	 YSC=',F12.2,'	 ZSC=',F12.21
	
6n	 WRITE(6 20C1 l!SC,VSC,WSC 	 !
	







74..	 [.*#ft######*.#####i#tt##**t#*####.*###t*#1#*#qt*#++t#i*tt###t#t#t#tt#** 	 .^
	75	 C*****PLOTS ISOTHER M S FOR THE IR ORTATNED L MAN INTERPOLATED T-FIELD
	
75	 00 8 N=1,NIP.
	
77	 OC a J=1 JM









B1 DO	 1C N=1,NIR





91 CALL	 PLOT IlO.,U.9-31.''
97 00	 1






CALL ECHKON ( ETA	 I4,JM,1., IM,1,JM,4.8,5.6,.04,SAMCON,TINT,
97
9 q
CRGRIC I IM,JM ZLIT	 2BIG , 0. 0.	 0.	 O . tG,0,.C7 , I.,NPLT,IN,JN,KN,
CNCN,CX,DY,XICALE
	 YSCALE,^0511 9	 NF,XX	 YY)
CALL CAPTNIIPI,Pi,P3,P4,P5,Q6,XSC,US^)
!9 CALL CAPTNS(N,NIDEWl
160 112 CALL CAPTN3(N)
101 CALL




IC-5 C***#*ANALYZES AND PLOTS THE HOURLY RESULTS OBTAINED FROM CALCULATION
106 C *** READS IN HOURLY RESULT AND MAKES THE CHOICE OF WHICH TO BE PLOTTED
	 {
107 DO	 1[ 130	 NCTR=I,NCY
109
!Cc
CALL	 READTIIN , JN,KN,IM,JM,Ui , U2,V1,V2 , W,ETAI,TI.T2,T8CETA,hx	 MY,MAR,H,H9	 IJ6,VB,HU,HVCASE,MEX,MEY,N	 ,NE?LOK,TTaTrOT•-
1.17 CTIOEIN , TIDE2N , TIDEiN TIDEIS , TIDE2S,TIDE3S , STAGE,EST,,
111 CAMPLIT,PHASE,OPHASE, ERIODI
112 IF1(NPLOUT(NCTRI.EC .0).ANO.(NSTANDINCTRI.EC .011	 GO TO	 1000
1.1? N=NS IAND(NCTR)114 NFi=NFLOUT (NC TR1115 00 3006	 I=1,IM116 DO 306 J=1,Jy 	^(









126 00 95S J=1,JM127 00 955	 I=1 ,IM
12P SUM__UM+(TBtI	 J K1-TIR(I,J,N))**,	 ,	 2	 .(12 0 995 CONTINUE	 a
13r1 31 SUM=SUM /(IM*JM)	 jSUM' c ORT I SUMi
	
13Z	 WP.ITC16,9921 EST N, SUM





	36	 00 5 T=1, IM
	
37	 DO 5 J=1,JM
	









143	 C*****PLOTS RESULTANT VEL OF'U 7L V ON NEARLY HORIZONTAL SIGMA PLANE
	
144	 IF(IFLOT(1).L0.(l) 60 TO 11.01'
	
145	 CALL PLOTUVIIN,JN.KN IM.J M ,UP,•VFP ,MEX , MEY NCN,	 i!
	
















154	 C*****PLOTS RESULTANT VSL OF U ?C W GN E-W VERTICAL SEC'TIQNS
	
155	 1GC1	 IF(IFLOT(2).E0.0) G0 TO 100'
	















































C***M*PLOTS RESULTANT VEL OF V E W ON N-S VERTICAL SEC71ONS
3002 IF(IFLOY(31-EO.CI 60 TO 1003
CALL PLOTVW ( IN JN,KN , IM JM VB W,KZ,DX,DY,OS,
CPLOTMT HMAX,UZ Y,'WMAX,M. ^X,H'V , JRMIN,ARMAX , XL,COSFISINF,HB,PAR,
CNPLT,X g CALE I YCALE 7SCALE USCALF,VSCALE,WSCALE,STAGE,ETA,MYI
CALL CAPTNl(Pj,P2 P3,P4,P^,06,XSC,USC,)





pp0 CC *** P fOT.S SURF AC 00









CALL CAPTN11(P1 P2 P3,P4,P5,06,XSC,USC1




C*****CONTCURS THE ISOfHEPMS OF CALCULATED i-FIELDS, VALUES ARE-ASSIGNED-
997 If(IFL0T(5).E0-O) GO TO 1000
K'KPLOT
DO 95; 1=1 .IM








CALL ECIIKON(ET p I M ,JM,I,IM,ItI^M,4.8,5.6,.04,SAMCON TINT,
CRGRIC,IH,J M ,ZLIT,7.B7G,0,0. Or.Q.,C,0,.07,,1.,NPLi,IN,JN,KN,CNCN,LX,OY,XSCALE,YSCALE:COS^r'S711F,XX,YY )












OFLOM(II.PLOTUV	 FOF CREATED ON	 7	 nEC 79	 AT	 10:05:19
1 Cr#r#r#^^*earn#tr#*rrrir**r**##tr**4#t*»+1#a*t*#ti*rr**r##*#rr#*rr#rr** ,








7 CXSCALE YSCALE,ZSCALF,USCALE1 ,VSCALE WSCALE,STA(iE,ETAS
4 CXX(NCNI,YYINCNI9HA^IM^JMI^ET^IIy(JNjNEX(IMrJM)rMEYLIM,JMIr
: - 1Q Y PIT E(6,321
11 32 FCRMAT(1X,'UV	 PLOTS')
12 Al=CY*XSCALE/2.13 M=KPLOT
14 IFIM.GT.11	 GO	 TO	 20
15 DEPTF=O.
16 D0	 3E	 I=I, IM
17 DO	 3C J=1,JM




272' AAJ=AJ+VB(I	 J,MI*YSCALECALL	 VECT CAI , AAI,AJ,AAJ , ARMIN,ARMAX,COSF,SINFI
24 30 CONTINUE25 GO TC 8
26 C # r # *	 # i t * r # # # * * # r # # # # # # # # s # # # # # # # • s27 20' CONT I'!UE
2 0 DEPTF=DELZ*FLOATIM-ll
F- E9 00	 4C	 1= 1, IM
(	
3C 00, 4C	 J=1,J ►+
11 IF(MEXII,JI.EC-0)	 GO	 TO	 40






60	 TO	 2993? L I=L I-1
4C GC	 TC 29841 299 CONTINUE
4. Z1=OCZ*FLOAT(L1-11
43 Z2='Z7+00744 Z3_Z2+DD245 E 1-UC(I,J,L1146 E2=UP.(I,J,L2)
E 47 E3=11FII,J	 L31
__	 4R
49













sl) CALL	 VECT ( At	 AAI,s-.,;AAJ,AP. MIN,ARMAY 9 COSi,SINFIbQ 40
	 CONTI"'!!E
t 61 8 CON 	 INUE
s
( E2' C*****DRAWS OUTLINE OR BOUNDARY OF THE INTEREST APEA




















*FL;OWf1).PLOTUW FOS CREATED ON	 19 DEC 79 AT	 12:12:46








CNPLT,XSCALErYSCALEr ?SCALE ,USCALE VSCALE,WSCALF,STAGE,ETA,MXI
OIME)SION	 MA•R(IN,JNI,HB(IM,JMI,E^AIIM,JMI,MXIIN,JNI
DIME A SION UBfIMrJ't. 9 KN1,W(IMrJM,M.NltMEX(IMtJMi,HUfIN,JNIWRITE(6	 321
'	 le 32 FORM$T(	




14 If i f ..E0.1 1	 J=4
15 IF(. II'EO	 21	 J=8K .
16 IFCI..E0.3)	 J=12
17 CALL	 PLOT10.,+1.5,-31















. Ll 705 CONTINUE












4^ CALL PLOT(AI I AK	 31
41 AK=-2SCALE*IHU(f J)-STAGE)
42' CALL	 I-L.OT(AI,AK,llI	 ,,..{	 43.' GO	 TC 712
44 711 CONTINUE
4F AI=FLOAT(I-1)*DX*XSCALE
i 4, AK=-2SCALE*(HU(I,JI-STAGEI47 ,CALL	 PLOT^AI,AK r2)





S ? IF(I.LT.INI	 GO	 TO	 707
S', AK=(STAGE+0.01*2SCALE
C 4 GO	 10 708
'S S' 707	 AK=ISTAGE+ETA(T,J))*ZSCALE
'55 708	 CALL PLOT(AID,AK,2)
,/ 57 WP.ITE16	 771	 J
5P 77'FORMIT(fX,•J=•,141
S^ FJ=FL0AT(J1
6^ CALL	 SYMBOLf5.4,-0.7,.1,2HJ=,0.,2)51 CALL	 NU'">JER(5.7,-0.7,.1,FJ,f'.,-1)6? CALL	 PLOT(A1•G.;^,`-3l
6T LOCO COKE INUE
64 CALL	 PLOT(0.,-4.5,-3)
65 NRLT:NPLT+1
' 66 WRITE 16,161	 NPLT




4*FLOWTl1.PLOTVW FOF CREATED ON 	 19 DEC 79	 AT.12:IG:41




SUBPCUTINE PLOTVW(IN,JN,KN,IM,J M VB,W^K7,DX90Y,05,




	 YSCALE,'SCALFi ,USCALE	 SCALE,WSClLF,SfAGE,lTA,MYI
D,IMEASION MT R(IN , JN).,Ha1,JM1,^fV IM,JMI,MY ( IN+JN)11MI OIMEASION VB(IM , JM,KN I,WCIM,JM,KNI , MExCIM , JMI,HV ( IN,JN•1
o YriITE169321
1 E 32 F ZOZRM/T(IX,"VW	 PLOTS•)
12 AlXSCALE=D)*/2.1: DO	 1000 M=193
l a I'F ( M.EC.11	 I=4
15 IF ( M.E0.2)	 I=8
1'S IF ( M.E0.3)	 I=12





J1.EO.0)	 GO	 TO	 802'
AJ-FLOATIJ-1)*DY*YSCALE
21 AH=HF(19J1+ETAIT,J)
22 DO 8C3 K=1,KZ






Z G 803 CONTINUE
3C 602 CONTINUE




4 DO 810 J=19JN
3 c IFIMY(I,JI.EO.0)
	
GO TO	 81036 NN=N ^+1
37 IF(NN.GT.11	 GO	 TO	 811
AJ=FLOAT(J-ll*0Y*Y<_CALE
















52 IF(J.LT.JN)	 GO	 TO	 BR7
5? AK=(STAGE+0.01*ZSCALE




808	 CALL PLOT(AJO,U ,2)
57 YRITE ( 6,77I	 I
SP 77 F0RMfT(lX,•I=°,14)
ca FI =FLOAT(I)
6C CALL	 SYMBOL(S.4,-0.7,.1,2HI',0.,21	 f
61 CALL	 YUMSER(5.7,-0.7,.1,	 I,9.,-1)
62 CALL	 PLOT(A190.9-316_' 1000 CCNT INUE6a CALL	 PLOJ(C.,- 4..°i, -31
65 NPLT=NPLT+1
66 4RLTE(6916)	 NPLT




*FLOMt1Y.0UTLIN FOF CREATFO ON 10 DEC 79 AT 11:23:23
{#trr*r ^##fii** r*#rr #*t##*#rr#*#+^#irry*#*r*#*###*#i#***t^*t*r*t#r!tt*/tt
	
2	 C DRAYS OLTLINE/BOUNDARY OF THE TNTEREST AREA
	
;;	 .^#t#rrir##ti#i**ii*#**#i**#**i#***4#t #r *#*#wrt# rt *t?*trr#ttt r•w*••ttttt
SUBRCUTINE OUTLIN4IRi 4N.KN#NCNeUXrOTYXSCALEvYSCALE#COSF9
CS1NF ^XX YY 1
	
6;	 D MERSIaN XX(NCNIvYYINCN1
	



















i*rLOW(1).'ECHKON ELT CREATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 09:59:18
1 C SUBROUTINE ECHKON
2 C
? C 1HIS IS ENTRY SLIGROUTINE FOP NHC CONTOURING PROGRAM
4 C CCALCOMP,OR MILGO TYPE PLOTTER]
c
6 C ELBERT HILL, NHC, 	 MIAMI, FLA.	 FALL, 1970
P C TFE CnHPLFTE PACKAGE CONSISTS OF 3 SUBROUTINES, ECHKON, CONLIN, AND ENDED
9 C ALL	 ? ARE CATALOGUED TOGETHER IN THE !1M 360/65 UNDER MODULE NAME ECHKONV
ID C AhO DECKS ARE NOT NLEDED.
12 C ANY FECTANGULAR GRIDDED SCALAR FIELD CAN BE CONTOURED ON MILGO
I? C' OR COLCOMP TYPE PLOTTER BY SETTING UP PROPER CALLING ARGUMENTS AND
PFOCEDURES AS INDICATED BELOW AND THEN CALLING ECHKON.
1 5 C
16 C ------CALLING STATEMENT IS AS FOLLOWS------
17 C'





22 C ---DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS---
23 C
24 C HN I° ARRAY CONTAINING GRID DATA	 TO BE CONTOURED.	 ITS	 DIMENSIONS	 1
25 C' AFE	 INI	 AND	 IN2. DIMENSION HHCINI 	 IN23.	 POINT	 191	 IS LOWER LEFT
26 C CCRNER OF GRID.	 INI	 IS DIMENSION IN X DIRECTION AND IN2 IS
27 C DIMENSION IN Y' DIRECTION.
29 C CX INCREASES FROM WEST TO EAST AND Y INCREASES FROM SOUTH TO NORTH]
2 0 C
30 C NEX1, NEX2, NEY1,	 AND NEY2 DETE PMINE	 THE PCPTION OF HH GRID TO
31 C BE USED. NEXT	 AND NEX2 ARE THE FIRSTCLEFTMOST7 AND LASTERIGHTMOST3
--32 C C`CLUMNS TO BE USED. NEY1 AND NEY2 ARE THE FIRSTEOOTTOM3 AND LASTCTOP3'
33 C ROWS TO BE USEn.	 ETHUS ANY SECTION OF HH CAN BE USED3
34 C FOR FULL GRIn---
35 C NEX1 ) 1
36 C NEX2
	 )	 INI
37 C NEYI	 ) 1
3? C NEY2 ) IN2
4C C HI IS HEIGHT IN INCHES OF CONTOUR MAP BETWEEN LIMITS NEY1 AND NEY2
41 C MID
	
IS WIDTH IN INCHES OF CONTOUR MAP BETWEEN LIMITS NEXI AND NEX2
47 C
43 C PLTIhC IS STPAIGHT LINE PLOT INCREMENT IN INCHES TO BE USED
4'4 C ALONG CONTOUR.	 GOOD VALUE IS04, 6UT CAP RE VARIED UP OP DOWN.
4' s C SINCE LARGER VALUES CAUSE D P.OG4AM TO	 RUN A LITTLE FASTER,	 IDEAL VALUE
4',6 C IS LARGEST THAT WILL STILL GIVE SMOOTH LOOKING CURVES.
4!7 C CO SOME EXPERIMENTING WITH TT: START WITH 	 .03 OR .04	 AND INCREASE.
4'P C
4 0 C SAHCCN IS ANY SAMPLE CONTOUR VALUE. IT 	 IS USEr AS A STARTING POINT
cD C FCR COUNTING UP AND DOWN TO GET OTHER CONTOUR VALUES.
5^7 C CCNIhT IS CONTOUR
	
INTERVAL TO BE USED.
5:3 C
S4 C' RGRTC IS AN INTEGFR 62 STORAGE	 ARRAY USED	 INTERNALLY IN PROGRAM55 C AhD ?TEED NOT BE 	 TNITIALI7ED.	 IT	 IS	 INCLUDED AS ARGUMENT IN ORDER-
56 C TC TAKE ADVANTAGE OF VARIABLE DIMENSIONS. DECLARE AS INTEGERt2
5 17 C BEFORE CALLING.
5.9 C i
'_ o C Ina	 AND IN4	 ARE X	 AND Y DIMENSIONS OF	 RGRID.	 DIMENSION RGRIOCIN3,IN43
6ir C IA3 MUST BE	 AT	 LFAST AS LARGE AS NEX2-NEXI<1
6!1 C Ih4	 MUST PF	 AT	 LFAST	 AS LARGE	 AS NEY2 - 1,'EY1<1
67 C CTHUS RGRID MUST BE AS LARGE AS PORTION OF DATA ARRAY HH BEING USEDI
6',3 C
6,4 C ZLIT	 AND ZBIG APE	 LOWER' AND UPPER CONTOUR CPECK LIMITS. NO CONTOUR
65 C WILL BE DRAWN BELOWVALU£ OF ZLIT 	 OR ABOVE VALUE OF	 ZPIG.
66 C EIISZFUL TO PREVENT	 DRAWING FOR ANY COMPLETELY WILD DATA3
67 C
6P C AN_GR1H,	 ASOUTH,	 AEAST,	 AND	 AWEST CAN	 BE I1SED	 TO ELIMINATE ANY




71 C FLR FULL DRAWING WITH HEIGHT	 7 HI
	
AND WIDTH )	 IIIO,
7'? C INITFALI7.E ALL 4	 OF ABOVE	 A RGUMENTS TO ZERO.7: C
74 C FCR EACH OF	 THE
	
ABOVE WITH POSITIVE-VALUE, THIS MANY INCHES
TS C BF ELIMINA TED ON SIDE	 TO	 WHICH	 IT	 APPLIES.JTLL
THIS ALLOWS US TO FIT ANY RECTANGULAR GPID TO 	 ANY MERCATOR
77 C OR OTHER MAP LIMITS WITHOU T ACTUALLY ADJUSTING THE GRID.
78 C
79 C NCAS0 AND NDASHU CONTROL TYPE OF CONTOURS CSOLID OR DASHED LINES3
80C IF EITHER OR BOTH ARE ZERO OR LESS, CONTOURS ARE SOLID LINES.
82 C IF	 FnTH APE POSITIVE, 	 CONTOURS WILL BE DASHED AS FOLLOWS----
B e C PEN T1OWN SECTION LENGTH ) NOASHD*PLTINC 	 [PLTINC IS INCREMENT LENGTH!
PSI C PEN UP SECTION LENGTH ) NDASHU+PLTINC
`	 861 C [THUS LENGTH OF DASHES AND SKIPS IS FULLY VARIABLE3
871 C
8!' C XLABEL CONTROLS LABELING OF CONTOURS. LINES ARE LABELED
84 C ONLY IF XLAREL GREATER THAN ZERO. VALUE OF XLABEL
9 1^ C IS "EIGHT ININ INCHES OF LABEL NUMBERS. LINES ARE LABELED




93, C DECIMALS IS DESIRED, SUBROUTINE ENDER MUST BE CHANGED.
9a C
95 C SMOOTH IS A CONTROL FOR VARYING CONTOUR SMOOTHING,.h	
96 •	 C INITIALIZE	 SMOOTH TO SOME VALUE BETWEEN 0.25 AND 7.5
97, C EANY VALUE OUTSIDE THIS RANGE	 IS SET INTERNALLY TO	 1.03
k	 o	 9R C LARGER VALUES GIVE S mOOTHER CHART WITH LESS DETAIL, WHILE
``
	 99 C SMALLER
	 VALUES GIVE LESS SMOOTHING 	 AND MORE DETAIL.
f	 10PI C CtQRMAL VALUE FOR MOST RUNS SHUD BE ABOUT 1.53k	
1C1 C ANYTHING LESS	 THAN ABOUT 0.40 OR LARGER 	 THAN ABOUT	 3. IS




1.5 AND EXPERIMENT UP O m^  DOWN
103 C TC DETERM INE MOST DESIRABLE VALUE FOR YOUR NEEDS.
C
[IFPUT GRID DATA VALUES ARE NOT ALTERED IN THIS SMOOTHING]
ICS
IG6 C IFECCY IS PLOT TAPE REC04D COUNTER. INITIALIZE TO NUMBER
107 C OF PLOT RECORDS WRITTEN BEFORE FIRST CALL JO CONTOUR SUBROUTINE.
1C
Cc
9 G ALL OF	 THE ABOVE ARGUMENTS EXCEPT	 ARRAY RGRID MUST BE DEFINED.
110 C ARGUMENTS ARE NOT ALTERED WITHIN PROGRAM• AND RETURN INTACT.
111 C11 2 C FLOTTER BUFFER SPACE MUST BE SET UP AND C A LL 70 PLOTS
C
MADE BEFORE FIRST CALL TO THIS SUBROUTINE.
114
its C PLOT TAPE MUST BE CLOSED OUT	 AFTER FINAL CALL-
115 C
117 C INY NUMBER OF	 SUCCESSIVE CALLS CAN BE MADE TO CONTOUR
B	 P	 A	 ^117 C DOINTERIAL EMAP OS PACING ISPROVIDEO ,WITH A PEN ERET11R NINGOTO
12C C CRIGINAL ORIGINCLOWER LEFT CORNER3 AT COMPLETION OF MAP.
121 C 17HUS IT IS SIMPLE TO PUT MORE THAN ONE SET OF CONTOURS ON SAME MAPS
I22
G AAY	 SPECIAL	 M ARKpNGS OR LAPELS
	





THIS SUBROUTINF, DRAWS CONTOURS ONLY
124 C WITH INCOMING ORIGIN BEING LOWER LEFT COPNER OF CONTOUR CHART.
125 C
126 C--- ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------
12 7 C ----- --------- -- --------------------------------- -- ---------- ------------
120 SUBRCUTINE ECHKONfHH,Ihl,IN2,NEXI,NEX2,NEYI,NF_Y29HI,WID•PLTINC,
130 2SAMCCN,CONINT,RGRID,IN3,IN4,ZLIT,ZBIG,ANORTH,ASOUTH,AEAST, AWES T,
13'I
13'?
3NOASfO,f1OASHU	 XLA°EL SMOOTH IRECCY,IN,JN,KN,
CNCN,CX,DY,XSCALE,YSCJILE,COS;,SIMF,XX,YY)
133 C
13;4 C S''E ABOVE COMMENTS FOR DESCRIPTION AND USE OF ABOVE ARGUMENTS
C136 CCMMCN	 /STRCON/SMHI,SMWI,X,Y,Y.GRID,YGRID,CUTOF,SCHI,SOWI,TMAX,XPP,
137 2YPP, CGIG , U,V,f:XI1X sJD00,NUVX,NUVY,YCR.THrS0UTH,EAST,WEST , CLIT,CFIG,





14! 0I11EASION HH(INI , IN2),R-GRID ( IN3,IN4) , HEN(4) , XX(NCN) ,YY(NCN)144 I`ITECER	 R,GR10
145 DATA	 IMA-P/O/
147 C NHC SLBROUTINE FOR CONTOURING SCPLAR FIELD ON CALCOMP OR MILGO TYPE PLOTTE
14Q C ELP.ERT	 HILL	 ---FALL,	 197:1--
CISO I=I!"!P•l
ISI 6RITE(6,IC)1
152 10 FORM1T1///,2X,IlHCON10UR	 MAP, 14, 1X,26HINCOMTNG	 ARGUMENTS	 FOLLOW.)
15? WP.ITF169121Th1,TN2.,NEXI	 NCX7,, PIEY1 , 1,EY2,HI,WID,PLI INC, SAMCON , CONTNT
154 ?	 IN3,I;44
15F 12 fCRM'1T4/ 9 .%v63HlNI
	
TN2 NEX1	 NEX2 NEY1	 NEY2 HI	 WID PLTINC SAMCON CO	 d
356
157













































































2L * SM COTH 9 IRECCY
1' 4 F0RP- PT(/,5X,70H7LIT ZRIG ANORT14 ASCUTH AEAST AWEST NDAS"D NDASHU X
? LABEL SMOOTH IRECCV ,I/,2X,2r12ei,4FIC.4,ZI6 92FI0.3,16,/I
M,AXC FD=O
6:"A T :-99
CON I hC = CON I NT
WIFlCCNINC.N,Ea3.)GO TO 3RITE(6,21I









IF(CCNINC - LT.O.)CONINC =-CONINC
PNOL - .005*CONINC
40S I hC=3V!ALLIN=-989e9A.989
NUVX -NEX2 - NEXI*l
NUVY:NEY2-NEY1*1
IF(NLVX.GT.3.At* D..% UVX.LE.IN3.AN11 .NUVY.GT .3.#NO.NUVV.LE.IN4160 70 8W'RITE(6)NEXI NEX2,NUVXP)EYI f NFY2jNUWY
O7 FOR M IT " lax , 25HOAD ARRA Y LIP TS. KIP*/I0Xq3TlD 1 I0Xv3I101
60 TC 120C	 SKIP IF NUVX OR NUVY LESS THAN 4
8 YORTh = HI-ANORTHS , OUTP=ASOUTH















YGRI C=HI /FLOAT lfJUVY-I
HINC=XG.q lD




CU70F = SOPT ( XGRID*XGRID#YGRlo *yGpro)*.u1CLOSIT=.04
C	 CLOSIT IS VALUE FOR CLOSED CONTOUR CHECK
NPXI:NEX1NMTItNEYI
NMXII=NMXI-1











00 3C J=P-'EYI,N' EY2
COf1TINUE
Ir(ZPAX.GT . Z8IGlZvAX = ZPIGjr(zP7N-LT . ZLIT ) Z"IfJ=ZLIT
C	 PlEyi DETERMINE BOTTOM STARTING VALUE FOR CONTOUR LOOPPVAL:SAMCON
32 IFIPVAL.GT.Zll ltJIGO TO 34
PVAL = nVAL * CCNINC
34 l
a Tc 3 2





Cr	 24C 35 XPP=C.
241 Y PP= C.
r	 %	 242 N1-NLVX -1N2=NLVV -12.3 C
245 C C_ONTCUR LOOP STARTS BELOW AT STATEMENT 	 36	 -





SIPROUTINE CONINN TO DRAW EACH CONTOUR.
	
EXIT If MADE WHEN
ALL CONTOURS COMPLETED.
249 C.
251" C THERE ARE 2 SCANS FOR EACH CONTOUR VALUE: FIRST WITH VARIABLE OUTS AS





INEACHTO PLOT LPEN3POSITIONN ISISELECTED RSTAFTINGSPOINTICLOSEST	 CASE.
254 C
2 55 C
25,6. 36 IF(P%AL.GE.IMAXIGO TO	 110
257 OUTS=.FALSE.
25',e DO	 31	 I=19N1
259 DO 37 J=102
26C 37 RGRIC(I,J)=O
261 38 D2=959999.
262 DO	 IC7 I=11N1
263 00	 1 CO J=1,N2
264 IFIOLTS)GO	 TO	 6VO
265 IF( I.EO.1.OR. J.EQ.I.OR.I.EQ.NI.OR.J.EO.N2)60	 TO 600
266 60 TC	 i00
267 60C IF(RCRID(I,JI.EQ.l)GO 	 TO	 100
26° IF(RCRID(I,J).GT.I.AN0.OUTSIGO TO
	 100






275 DO 4CO K=1,4
276 IF(AE5(HEA(K)-PVAL).GE.PVOLIGO TO	 400
277 IF(HEN(KI	 GE.PVALIHEN(K)=PVAL+PVOL
27? IF(HEN(K)'.LT.PVALIHENIK)= PVAL -PVOL
279 4D0 CONTINUE	 i
2EP IF(OLTSIGO	 TO	 250
281 NENN=1
2P2 IF(I.EQ.I.AND.HEN(11 .67.PVAL.AND.HEN(2l.LT.PVALIGO 	 TO	 6ri1
283 NENN _3
28 4 IF(I.EQ.NI.AND.HEN( 3).GT.PVAL.AND:HEN('41.LT.PVAL)GO TO 601
235 NENN=4
2E6 IF(J.E0.1.AN0.HE14( 4l .GT.PVAL.ANO.HEN(1).LT.PVALIGO TO	 601
287 NENN=2
28? IFITCE6at:2. AND. HE,N(21 .GT.PVAL.AND.HEN13).LT.PVAL)GO TO 	 601
2a'? 25C DO 410 K=1,4
t	 Z9! I 1=K.
29? I2=K 41
29? IFIK.EC .4112=1
294 IF(HEN(II).GT.PVAL.AND- HEN(121.LT.PVALIGO 	TO 408,
294 410 CONTINUE
256: GO TC 602{	 257 4C8 NENN=K










3C4 GO	 TC	 1CQ





3C $l 342 X=XGtiTOt(FLOAT(T-114(PVAL-HEN(2)1/(HEN13)-HEN(2111
3C9 Y=YGFIUdFLOIT(J1
31^ GO TC 45
311 344,T=YGFIG*IFLOATtJ-1)+(PVAL-HEN(41)1(HEN(31-HEN(4111
312 X=XGFIO*FLOAT(TI
313 GO TC 45


























































NEXT CALL SUBROUTINE CONLIN TO ACTUALLY DRAW CONTOUR WITH VALUE PVAL
CALL CONLIN(HH,INI,IN2,RGRID,IN3,IN4)
C	 NOW GO SAC-( TO INNER LOOP TU SEE IF THERE ARE OTHER FVAL CONTOURS`,
C	 TO EE DRAWN.
C
GC TC 39








C	 NOS TO DRAW THE OUTLINE OF INTEREST APEA BY CALLING OUTLIN
C
A l=D N *XSCALE /2.
CALL PLOTI-AI,-A1,-3)





115 FORMAT(/,10X,IJHCONTOUR MAP,I3,24H BEGINS WTTH PLOT RECORD,13,14H
2AN0 ENDS WITH 1?1
NRITF(69116)MaSl4C,VALLIN,MAXCR09WHAT
116 FORMAT(12X921HMOST LINE INCRE "ENTS 9I5912H ON CONTOUR 9F10.291,12X






ELI CREATED ON	 27 AUG	 79	 AT	 21:35:06
1
2






2YPP,CGIG,U	 V NXUX,JD00 NUVX,NUVY,YORTH,SOUTH EAST,WEST CLIT,CBIG,
3LCLX,LCLY , INZROS,OINC , 'LOSIT , PVAL , PVOL , NEIJTEF^,HINUM ,NMil ,NMYl,







9 2CORD1400	 2l	 HIPP51400I1NT.ECFR	 AGRID(IN3,IN41
LOGICAL INCS ,OOLARS,
 DASHER , CLOS,OUTS , OASHIXp 11 C
C
THIS SURROUTI%E
	 IS CALLED TO DRAW EACH INDIVIDUAL CONTOUR
14 C IF DOLA9S ENTERS AS TRUE• LABEL COWTOURS WITH HEIGHT HINUM












ZA XRIG :XXj	 20 YSIG:YYqqR 3 0 LZX=LCLX
E_ ! L7Y=LCLY:2 IPER:233 XD=O .
35 TOTCC._
37 NCORCTGD.
32 CLOS:.FALSE.3 c) GO TC 400
4T C
41 C ENO SETUP. EEGIN LOOP THAT PICKS EXACT STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTED TRAVERSE
43 250	 IF(NCORD.LT .4001GO	 TO	 252
44 WRITE I6,251)NCOPp,PVAL
45 251 FORMPT(/•2X,15.14H	 SQUARES LINE
	
,F10.5,2x,7HSHU70FFI
46 C SHUT 
CFF 
MESSAGE HERE. INDICATES
	 THAT THIS CONTOUR	 CROSSES MORE
47 C THIN 400 GRID SCUARES.
	
ARRAYS CORD AND HIPPS ARE TOO SMALL. CONTOUR
OF C WILL BE CUT OFF AT SCUARE 400. CURE
	 IS	 TO ENLARGE ARRAYS
49 C AND ASSOCIATED CUTOFF CHECK STATEMENT ABOVE&
5 C GC TC 730
51 252 NCORE=NCORC+1
52 HYPTCT=HYPTQT+HYPE










' 63 IF(L2Y.LT.I.OR.LZY.GE .NUVY)50	 TO	 7311
64; IFIL2X.EQ.LCLX-AND-LZA(.EG.LCLY.AND.SORT(XO*XD+YD*YDI.LE.CLOSIT.AND
65 2.OUT5-AND.NCQRD-GT.3)GO 	 TO 7Q1
66 GO TC 7GO
67 701 CLOS:.TRUE.
6F IFILAPLII.E0.01LASLIT=-1
6° GO	 TC 730
' 7^. 700 NENTF.P_NEXET+2
71 IFINFXET.GT .2)NENTER=NEXET-2
77 XBIG:XIND
73 PRIG:Y1Np7 ►► 400 NUMOLT=p
75 0x1=)RIG—XGPID*FLOAT(LZX-1)
75 IIF10)1.LT.C.)OX1='I.





















91 1f ( HPX(11).LT . PVALIMAX(III=PVAL-PVCL
9'4 4CI CONTINUE
9's NEXE1=0









1 0:1 1 IF(l II.EQ.4)I2=1
10 2 CICI T C STATEMENT BELOW SELECTS SIDES THAT HAVE EXIT POINTS1 C C
105 IFtHOXIII I. LT..PVAL.AND . HAX(T2).GT.PVALIGO	 TO	 420
1C'6 GO TC 435IC7 420 NUMOLT=NUMOU741
ics IF ( NtMOUT.EO . IINNI=TII
IZ9 lF ( NlMOUT.E0 . 2INN2=III'
I I 1 24	 426	 428	 11160	 TE(422 ^ t	
111 422 /fH AI XOY=	 PVA	 HA	 (IP	 (2)-HAX(111)*YGRID
;=(!12 ox .
113 60 TC 430il is 424 0X2=1(PVAL-PAX4211/tHAX431-HAXt21))*XGRID
1 19 GYZ=VGRID16 GO	 C
41,4 7 426 OY2 =T (( PVA430L-HAX(411/(NAX(3)-HAX(411)*YGRIO116 OX2=)GRIO
119 GO	 T C 	 431 20 428 O(PV A0X2 = f	 L-HAX(1)1/(HAX(41-HAXII)IJ*XGRro
1 21 oyz =c.
122 430 CIDEIIII,11=OX2
123 CIDE ( TII,2)=CY2Ij4 435 CONTINUE
Ids C UNLESS WE HA VE NULL POINT SQUARE, , NUMOUT SHUD BE	 1 PITH OUT AT OX2, OY 2
126 IF(KL4OUT.NE.I)GO	 TO 43212 7 NEXEI=NNI
12 1? GO	 TC 445129 432 IFINL M OUT-E0-2)GO	 TO 438
130iii 431'436




XBIG	 YHIGFORM6T(/,2X t IOHNO	 WAY	 OUT,5X,3110,3Fl0.2,/)132 GO TC 500
1_3 C
134 C BEGIN SECTION THAT DETERMINES PROPER PATH THRU GRID SQUARE
13° C CONTAINING HYPER90LIC CONFIGURATION.: C2 ENTRY AND 2 EXIT SIDES3
13 6 C
137 438 IF(PCPLD ( L7XvLzYI	 GT.2150	 TO	 44213 0 XID=CIDEINNI , 11- 0 ;1*
12C YID=CIDE(NN-11 
1 
21-OY114V DAA_- 59RT(XfD*XID4YI0*YIDJ141 X ' ]D=CIDE(NNZ,I)-0X1142 Y2DzCIDE(NN2921-0y1143 DPB=!CRT(XIP * xirtyio*YiDi
14 1, IF(DEB.LT-DAA)GO
	
TO 44C145 439 0X2=CTDEfNNl,I1
1 4^ OYZ=CIDE ( NNI,2)147 NEXEl=NNI
14A GO	 TC	 414149 44C 0x2=cr0Eft4 N2,IIISO OY2=CIDE(NN2,2)151 NEXE 1=1442
152 414 RGRIE(LZXvLZY)=I0*NENTER#NEXE7
153 60	 TC 445
15 14 442 II = F?r-.PLD (I LZX	 LZYI/IT
1 5 E
S J2=R'[Rln X LZX fflf-I'l*11
GRI	 ( L'	 vLZ;	 - 16





F	 4 5 WRITE(6,416)LZX LLIY II 1, I 2 NENTER
1; Q 	416 FORMATI/,2X,12H1^A0 ^OL EXfT,2X,5i121
160. 60 TC 500






163 lI11 :EO.O.AND.II.NE.NENTFR .IFI IXE ND-CIOE(II , I).GT.i-.51.ANO.CIOE






173 OX2 = CIDE(II,1)
174 OYZ = CIDE(IIr21
175 C END HYPERBOLIC GRID SQUARE SECTION
176 445 XTN0=0X2+XGRID*FLOAT(LZX-11
177 YIND=IIY2+YGPID*FLOAT(LZY-11





	 TO	 3961E3 MPITE ( 6,397)L :X,LZY ♦NENTER,NEXET,XEIG , YBIG,XI`IO , YIN0,0X1r0Y1,OX2,1184
135 397
2OY2,>XSO,YYSO
 ^HYPE, NENST,LCLX,LCLY,NCORD XX,YY
FCRMAT( /, 2X,4HHE'RE,4IIC ,/, 2X,11F10 . 5,//,fX,4110,5X,2FI2.6,//)
1E6 GO	 TC	 500
1387
C 396 GO TC 250
18 a C LINE	 SEGMENTED CONTOUR ' TRAVERSE NOW COMPLETE. NEXT, DIVIDE THIS
1,90 C TRA4^RSE
	
INTO N 'RINC EQUAL SEGMENTS.
	
THIS NVM4ER	 IS FUNCTION NOT
1 9 1 C ONLY OF LENGTH OF TRAVERS r ,	 BUT	 CF INCOMING ARGUMENT SMOOTH, WHICH
1193 C
CONTROLS DEGREE OF	 SMOOTHING DESIRED.





l9 c IF( . rOT.CLOS . AND.NCORD . GT.I.AND.NRINC.GT.11GC 	 TO 734
ZCO IF(CLOS.AND.NCORD.GT.3.AND.NRINC.GT .2)60	 TO 734
2G1 GO TC 502
202 C
2,03 C NEXT, SET UP ENTRY AND EXIT
	 SLOPE DATA FOP FIRST SEGMENT'BEFORE




2C2 IF(NFINC *HANC.LT..7510ASHIX =. FALSE.
2G9 H=O.











21 1) _ _ X ENO =X = NO 4• X*C0RO (I, 1 1
22^ YEND=YENO-fX * CORD(I,21
221 745 XXSQ=XE!4D-X4EG
22: YYSQ=YE'1D-.YPEG




225 74e F ORM ATI/,ZX,I4HHYPE	 TOO SMALL,2X,4F12.6I




231 IF ( CLOS)GO
	
TO	 751
237 COSS lC = CANG
2Z3 SINBAC=SANG
2?4 GC -TC	 759 i





23°. DO 7E3 I_1,NCORD
239 J=NCCRD-I+1




244, GO	 TC	 757	 F
W!245. 755 •X=(HANC-H)/HIPPs(J)XS=XF-X *CORDIJ,11
247 Y9cYP-X*CORD(J,2)
2481 757 XXSO - XBEG-XB	 {
24 4 YYSO:YBEG-Y?
Z5'_ HYPE-SORT(XXSO *XXSO+YYSO *YYSO)
251 IF(HVPE.LT..00011G0 TO T47
252; SINBAC=YYSC/HYPE
251 COSBAC=XXSO/HYPE







C263 ENTER MAIN CURVILINEAR INTERPOLATE AND PLOT LOOP
C265 DO 8C4 LUPE=I,NRINC
26A IF(L.LPE.NE .NRTNCIGO TO
	
762
267, IF(CLOS)GO	 TO 760	 .:
2 6 q SOUT:SANG
269 COUT:CANG



























294 A=.5AATANZCSINFOR*CANG-COSFOR *SANG,COSFOR *CANG+SINFOR*SANGI






i cl IF( MID .GT.0INC1G0	 TQ 4490" FIXEND.LT.MEST.04.XENCJ.GT.E*AST.OR.YEND.LT.SOUTH.ORoYENDoG7oYMPTHI













315 -CBEGIA SNAKE INTER POLATION FOR SEGMENT
129






319	 C	 SCUT AND LOUT ARE SINE ANO COSINE OF TRUE EXIT ANGLE
721	 C	 SANG AND CANG ARE SINE AND COSINE OF STRAIGHT LINE ENTRY/EXIT CONNECTOR
























346	 T Y=T Y+GINC *SIM(SING)
3
34?	 C	 ENDSNAKE I TERPOLATION SECTTON---TRY	 AND FIGURE IT OUT AND 60 NUTS-
)
34 q 	C	 NEXT STORE POINTS THRU THIS SEGMENT FOR FINAL ADJUST AND PLOT
3
c
51	 C	 IFINIMC.0.275IGO	 TO 453
35a WRIT Ei6,454)PVAL,XBE69YBEG,YENO,YEND
351	 4S4 FCP.Me7(/92X,12hRINC SHUTOFF ,2X,5F12.31
35 4 	C	 IF ShUTOFF MESSAGE	 RECEIVED HERE	 ARRAY XXPLOT	 IS	 700	 SMALL.
355	 C	 FOR	 INFREQUENT MESSAGES. OONT W04RY ABOUT IT, SINCE LACK OF
356	 C	 CLOSURE IS ADJUSTED OUT. 	 IF MESSAGE PERSISTS9 EITHER INCREASE
357	 C	 PLOT INCREMENT LENGTH OR SIZE OF XXPLOT.
358	 GO	 TC 455
35 0 	453	 NINC-NINC+1
36C	 XXPLCT(NINC,I)=TX
361	 XXPLCT(NINC,21=TY
36?_	 IF(TVP.LE..HYPMAXIGO TO 450
363	 C
36 4 	C	 ADJLST FOR CLOSURE ERROR, THEN PLOT CURVE ALONG 	 TH' I S ' SEGMENT.
365	 C






371	 C	 i377	 C	 BEf.IN SEGMENT PLOT LOOP----DASHED OR SOLID CURVES-----
37-•	 C	 SUFROUTINE ENDER IS CALLE,O TO LABEL LINES
374	 C











3°4	 603 XPP=)	 <_a3ae	 YFP=Y	
^
3136	 XUX= XPP-WEST387 	 YUY= IPP-SOUTH
12F	 IF(LI-LIT.GT.01G0	 TO	 604	 0










394	 biS CALL PLOTIXUX,YUY,I4PLOT)
130
7777r ,^.„
.^. 	 ...^.1^. Zia
395 IF(ICPLOT.E0.3JGO	 TO 630
396 NEAR C=NHA RD-1
397 IF(NhARO.GT.0)GO	 TO 609
398 ICPLCT=3
390 NHARC=LDASHI
461 0 GO	 TC' 609
401 630 NSOFT=NSOFT-1
4C2 IF(NSOFT.GT.01GO	 TO 609
4C3 IDPLCT=2
4C4 NSGF T=L OASH2
4CS 609 IPER:2
4C6 NUNC ="IUNC+1
4C7 IF(.IOT.DOLAES.OR.YUY.LE.YMAXIGO	 TO	 6){C
401 YMAX:YUY
40 0 X"AX =XUX
41: GO	 TC 610
411 608 IPER=3
412 IF(L09LIT.NE . 1)GO	 TO 610
40 CALL	 ENOER(X-WEST,Y-SOUTH,PVAL,I)
414 LABL IT=O
415 610 CONTINUE4 16 C








427 462 FCRMRT(/,2X,16HREACHED TMAX ON 	 •2FI2.41














EtO MAIN CURVILINEAR INTERPOLATE AND PLOT LOOP
44n 500 IF(.^0'f.0LOS.OR..NOT.00LABS.OR.YMAX.L(..C11IGO
	 TO	 501441 XPP= YMAX+WEST








444 IF(NL,G.LE.MOSINCIGO TO 502
445 MOSIDC=NUGG




CREATED ON	 8	 MAY	 79	 AT	 10:17:51
1 SUBRCUTINE	 ENDER( X. Y,PVAL,ICO)CCMMCN /CENOEO/HONUM,1(GOE,HOGH,YLAS,YLAS
' DIMENSION	 D131
4 C
C THS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED TO LABEL CONTOURS
6 C
7 OM=SCRT((X-XLASI *(X-XLAS)44Y-YLAS1*(Y-YLAS11IFiOP.LT.Z. *HONUM.OR.HONUM.LE.G.)GO TO 2S
° IF(ICO-EQ.2)GO	 TO	 14
1C 0(1)=ABS(Y-HOGH)
11 D(2):ABS(X-WOOE)1 1 D(31=ABSIY)1' K =114 DM=AES(XI
1
S




4 GO	 TC(12,14	 16,18),NZ1 12 YAD=-HONUM /3.22 I=123 GO	 TC	 10024 14 YAD=.02Z5 I=226 GO TC	 100
27 16 X A0= .022° YAD= -HONUM /2.Z° GO TC 2030 18 YAD=-HONUM -.0231 1=2





4^ 1GO XAD=- .75*HONUM41 IFI PVAL.GE.9.5.CR.PVAL.LE.(- .SIIXAD=XAD-HONIIM42 IF(PVAL-GE. 99.5. OR.PVAL.LE.(-9.5))XA0_XAD-HONUM
43 IF(PVAL.GE.999.5. CR.PVAL.LE.4-99.51)XAO=XAD-HONUM
46 IFII.EC .2)XAO= .SYXAD










C'; FITS A FARA B OLA TO THREE POINTS, USED IN MAKING, PLOT.
Cf***iwr*r+^*#*,o***w*w*#*w*w*wir****»ww**w**rw#***w**w****ir*w*i**i***i*
4	 S'UBRCUTTNE FIT(71 9 72 9 Z3 E1F2.E' A.B C)5	 0=(Z1**2)*(Z2-Z3)-Z1*(1i**11-23**)l)+ZS*(22**21-22*(Z3w*21A'=(E l*(Z2-23)—Z1*(E2-E3)4EZ*Z3-F3*Z21/0
0=i(21**2)*CE2-F31-E1*(Z2**2-Z3**21+E3*(Z2**21-E2*(73**2))/0
V	 C:((21**2)*tZ2*E3-23*E2)-Z1*(E3*(Z2**21-EZ*(Z3*w211+E1*lZ3*(Z2**Z1
^ 	 C-Z2* (Z3**2111/0
	 •
r	 1^	 RETUFN




*FLOW(1).VECT FOR CREATED ON 4 DEC 79 AT 11.31:19
1	 C*****TO DFA4 VELOCITY VECTOR BY CALLING CALCOMP SUPPOUTINE AROMO*****
2	 SUBRCUTINE VECTIAT,AAI,AJ,AAJ,ARMIN*ARMAXvCOSFtSINFI

















•FLOW4119CAPTNI ELI CREATED ON	 14 SEP 79 AT 10:29:24
1 SUBRCUTINE CAPTNl(P19P2rP39P4rPSioP6,07,081
C******WRIIE COMMON HEADI NG FOR EACH °LOT WHETHER TEMP OR VELOCITY******
7 C*****[(MONTH DAY, YEAR13 NEEDS RESET*****





SYMBOLt6.8,6.30,0.10,25HWI At	 OIRECTIONIOEG/N1: 90.0,25)
C4LL NUMBER(4.0,6.37,0.10,P?,0,6,*O)










SYMBOL(O.E,5.T0^0.10,25HDIS H FLOWRATE(CU141SEC1: ,C.C,251
iS
















? 	 C****+WRITE PLOT TITLE ON BOTTOM OF DIAGRAM FOR CALCULATED UV****
	
3	 CALL SYrBOLII C,- I.6,.14,24HFIG	 SURFACE VFLOCITY9.0,241
	













+FL,OY111.CAPTN4 SIP CREATED ON 11 SEP 79 AT 22:36:39
1	 SL'BRCUTINE, CAPTN41SUM1
2	 C++++ WRITE DEVIATION VALUEtFROM IR1 ON ISOTHERM PLOT










*FLOW(1).CAPTN5 SYh CREATED ON 11 SEP 79 AT 22:39:49
1	 SUBRCUTINE CAPTNS(N.MIGEW)
2	 C***•*WRITE TIDAL STAGE AT THAT TIKE***w*
3	 DIMENSION MIDE6441
4	 IECD=MIDEW(N)
5	 CALL SYM80LC0.8,-.T 9 0.10 9 I8CO3G. 4)
R	 r A I I crwanI r1_ 1_^_7_r,.In . uMTI F. b..41
























*FLOW(1).CAPTN7 SYM CREATED ON 11 SEP 79 AT 22:43:36
1	 S(JBR CUTINE CAPTN7 (N )
	
2	 Cif****WRITE PLOT TITLE ON BOTTOM OF DIAGRAM FOR CALCULATED VW****
	
3	 CALL SYMBOL(1.C:-1.P.r.14,19HFIG 	 VW VELOCITY,.0.191
	









A	 CALL PLOT(+6.59-2.5 21
	






*FLOY ( 11.CAPT F!6 .SY 10
 CREATED ON 11 SEP 79 AT 22:45:43
1	 SUBRCUTINE CAPTNS(N)
r	 2	 C*** a*WRITE PLOT TITLE ON BOITOH OF DIAGRAM FOR CALCULATED ELEVATION****
3	 CALL SYMBOL ( 1.C.-1.8 9 . 14,25NFIG •	SURFACE ELEVATIAN,.Q 251
4	 CALL SYN90L(1.0,-2'.2,.14,29HANCLOTE ANCHORAGE BY MODELINGto0t291
5	 CALL PLOT I-1.0,-2.5,31
6	 CALL PLOT(-1.0,+7.592)
7	 CALL PLOT(•6.59*7.5,2)
P.	 CALL PLOT (^6.5 9
ff
-22,55• )











*FLOW(I).CAPTN9 SYt CREATED ON 11 SEP 79 AT 22:52:41
ISUBRCUTINE CAPTN9(N)
C****+WRITE PLOT TITLE ON BOTTOM OF DIAGRAM FOR CALCULATED TEMPERATURE****
CALL SYMBOL(I.D. — I.P..14s27NFIG	 SURFACE TEMPERATURE..D,2714
	
	 CALL SYMBOLII.C,^• 2.2 9 .14,29HANCLOTE ANCHORAGE BY MODEL.ING,.C,291
CALL PLOT(- .•0v-zz.5.3)6	 CALL PLOT(- .09+7.5,-21
7	 CALL PLOTI+6.59+'7.5,1)
8	 CALL PLOT(+6.Sq-2.5.114	 GALL PLOT(-1.0,,-2.5.21
10	 RETUFN
11	 ENO
t
f
